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FUN THAT GETS
THINGS DONE
You’re invited to

Engage Memorial Fest 2014

Date: Wednesday, February 12 Time: 10am – 2pm
Location: Atrium of the Arts and Culture Centre
Engage Memorial Fest is a day of sharing, learning and connecting.
With presentations, performances, booths, and more, we’re inviting students, staff,
faculty and members of the public to come and learn about existing, and potential,
partnerships and collaborations between Memorial and our external collaborators.
Come and enjoy a coffee at the Engagement Café, sit in on an interactive
presentation, and talk to people who are putting Memorial’s Public
Engagement Framework into practice.
More on this and other Engage Memorial Week events:
www.mun.ca/publicengagement

Avalon
Homeopathy

• Only fully accredited Classical
Homeopath in St. John’s
• Can be used as a compliment
to conventional treatments
• Truly holistic and individual
approach for patients of all ages
• Treating disease at the source
for permanent and complete results
• Works in harmony with
your immune system
• All natural remedies, no chemicals
or side-effects

Enhancing &
Maintaining Health
Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath
DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)

From the Editor

stretch of sleepless
nights and missed
meals to make this
paper happen for
February 1st.

It’s common knowledge no one likes to

it’s also psych 101 not to bottle things
up, and when it comes to gratitude,
why would you?
This paper wouldn’t exist without a pile of
people to thank for getting us here. Not the
least of which is the staff. I had the privilege
of working with both Mira and Kristen in the
past. I knew they were more than capable of
excelling in their roles, but the care and time
they’ve both put in has proven invaluable.
Likewise Joel Upshall, our photographer,
so willingly extended every helping hand we
needed to get off the ground. You can thank
him for the party we’re having at The Ship on
the 8th, for example. See you there?
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Most capital cities in Canada have an alternative
paper that covers the culture of their province,
but few provinces have the thriving arts
scene, vibrant entrepreneurs, and paperworthy stories that our province has to offer.
Newfoundland’s culture needs a voice, and
The Overcast aims to be this voice, from
coverage on local artists and entrepreneurs, to
our growing food, retail, and academic culture.
In addition to the ten sections of our monthly
paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh and
exclusive content on weekdays.

theovercast.ca

Books

read a big, long, babbling thank you, but
P H O TO B Y J O E L U P S H A L L

What a wonderful

The Overcast is...

And then there’s the advertisers. Hear me
out. We’re thrilled to be here, promoting the
artists, entrepreneurs, and brilliant people
who call this island home. I’m a writer,
musician, and closet artist myself, so I know
how important art is to its creator, and how
important media is to getting the word out
about art. More importantly, I know how
vital artists are to their community, if only
for giving us things to do on weeknights and
weekends, or pretty things to hang on our
walls. Likewise, I have the utmost respect
for our province’s entrepreneurs, for their
vision and their drive to do what they want
with their lives and work for themselves.
These shop owners, restaurant owners, and
other entrepreneurs, like our artists, need a
stage to stand on. The Overcast is more than
happy to be that stage. But The Overcast
cannot exist without the kind (and mutually
beneficial) support of our advertisers. I know
it’s trite, but we run entirely on ad revenues,
so we consider our advertisers to be our
sponsors in what we’re trying to be for the
province. Considering that, please see the
ads in our publication for what they are:
announcements of amazing locals doing
amazing things and offering you amazing
products and services. Speaking of support,
without us even having to ask for it, Dean

MacDonald has provided The Overcast with
various forms of support. Our office space on
Plank Road, and a commitment to sponsor
our three awards (Album, Author, and
Entrepreneur of the Year), barely scratch the
surface of how we will be benefiting from his
enthusiasm and partnership. We’re already
growing faster than we otherwise could
have. Thanks as well to Ally Baird - the first
editor to ever employ me as a writer - for,
ten years later, answering some questions
on how a paper is run.
Lastly, we at The Overcast want to extend
a massive thank you to Elling, Bry, and
everyone from The Scope for showing
this province how vital an arts and culture
paper is to Newfoundland, and for being
so supportive of The Overcast from the
get go. It was The Scope’s seven years of
hard work that inspired the inception of
The Overcast. And I’m absolutely shocked
to say that we’ve managed to turn a profit
with issue one. This means we have room
to grow, and expand on what a paper like
this can be for Newfoundland. As we grow
and try new things, we welcome you to be
part of the vision for what The Overcast can
be. You would not believe how grateful we
are for all your support, kind words, and
encouragement as we hustled, rushed, and
thoroughly enjoyed getting issue one, our
website, and our business off the ground.
You are fabulous, let’s have some fun.
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THE AFTERWORD

WITH

DAVID BENSON

Illiterate Leaders
Whenever Newfoundland politicians
are asked by the media what they are
reading, they usually respond in such
vague generalities as to make one
wonder whether they read anything.
If they do not read, what then do they know
of the world, beyond the dim, fog-shrouded
lights of their own consciousness? Over
a hundred years ago, Kipling famously
enquired, “What do they know of England
who, only England know?” This applies
equally today to those eagerly trying to sell
us a shoddy bill of goods from the Emporium
of Ignorance that is our House of Assembly.
What do they know of Newfoundland who
only know Newfoundland, presuming, to be
generous, that they even know that?
This should not be misconstrued as
suggesting that illiterate people are
stupid. And critics of this column should
be forewarned not to try and change the

Books

A person who
does not read good
books has no advantage
over a person who
cannot read.

UP IN CANADA

MARK TWAIN

Why You Should be Reading
the New Journey Prize Anthology

to see what they actually have done prior to
offering themselves for election, leaves one
with a sense of wonder, wonder at the state
of this place that we elect such people to
govern us, to create legislation for the good

As a reader, you either love short fiction,

of society, to be responsible stewards of the

or you stick to novels exclusively.

public purse. We expect these intellectual
bunions to negotiate on our behalf with
international financiers and lawyers who
buy and sell small countries over breakfast
meetings. And with the insult added to the
injury made more ironic by being selfinflicted, we are continually shocked and
amazed when we are taken to the cleaners.
It was not ever thus in Newfoundland. Consult
19th and early 20th century newspapers and
contrast the oratory of statesmen like William
Carson, Patrick Morris, John Kent, Robert
John Parsons and Sir Robert Bond with the
incoherent, contradictory, clichéd political babble
of Kathy Dunderdale and others of her ilk.

government and frequently worse. Not only
do they not know how to speak in the House

person who does not read good books has no

of Assembly, they barely know how to speak

advantage over a person who cannot read.”

at all. Their ignorance of how to proceed with

The world of parliaments and politics is a

questions or debate in the House creates the

world of words and written words at that.

very type of provocations and distractions

Politicians must be readers and must have a

that the rules were specifically designed

literate background. Legislation should not

to prevent. The Speaker is no help. He is a

be so badly worded that the learned judges

buffoon who does not know his job.

upshot of having illiterate legislators, unable

politicians in

to comprehend even the most vacuous of

general are

briefing notes prepared for them by long

an individual

suffering civil servants.

embarrassment
and a collective

Why do we elect such characters? A perusal

disgrace. And it is

of the resumes of Newfoundland politicians,

our fault.

David Benson is a writer and the owner of Afterwords Bookstore on Duckworth Street.
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Newfoundland

anthology is going to blow your mind, or

to showcase.

it’s going to change your mind. Every year,

It’s the story

McClelland & Stewart let Canada’s finest

of a plane that

literary journals (the magazines where writers

fell into the

publish their short stories) submit the finest

Columbia River

stories they published that year. A jury then

after being knocked out of the sky by a flock

selects their favourite stories to include in

of birds, and it’s also the story of the person

that year’s Journey Prize Anthology. Also,

tasked with reconstructing the accident. One

a winner gets a whopping $10,000. It’s the

of the plane’s victims was a back-up singer

hippest and hardest to win Canadian literary

of Fiona Apple’s, and this gets the narrator’s

award . You have to A.) Get a story published

life unspooling for us, via reflections on her

in a literary journal B.) Have the journal

sister, who was also a singer.

award, and C.) A jury has to pick yours from

The winner of this year’s Journey Prize was

dozens of other remarkable stories. It’s a

Naben Ruthnum, for his story “Cinema Rex.”

formula that has to produce a splendid read,

Ruthnum’s story is essentially about the

and The Journey Prize Anthology 25 is a

effect of a new cinema on a French Mauritian

splendid read. Its stories were selected by

community, with a focus on how it impacts

the National Post’s book editor, Mark Medley,

two childhood friends, Vik and Renga. The

a previous winner of the Journey Prize,

story is both structurally ambitious and

Miranda Hill, and our very own hometown

innovative, in part due to its optional-reading

hero, Russell Wangersky.

footnotes that provide flashes into the distant
future of these characters, including how

of the Supreme Court have to spend a decade
unsnarling the meaning, but that is the

were created

choose your story as one to submit to the

The Opposition is no better than the

subject. Mark Twain once remarked that “a

In either case, the latest Journey Prize

Each story in the book stands out for a

they die, or how their childhood dreams pan

different reason: the innovation an author

out. It’s also the story of two boys being

brought to the form, the power of a story,

pushed into the cold realities of adulthood via

or quite simply a stunning way with words.

glimpses of their drunken fathers. Ruthnum’s
writing shows a lot of restraint; he isn’t a

One stand-out story is Eliza Robertson’s

flashy writer. There’s tons of

shockingly good and innovative story, “My

mood and atmosphere

Sister Sang.” Written in a dazzling, confident

in this story, and the

style, this is a high-impact story of a crashed

emotive air of a child

plane. Eliza’s vibrant voice is exactly the

coming to understand

type of fiction the Journey Prize anthologies

much about life.

25

Y EA R S

4

of stories

Books

BEHIND THE BOOK

The Son
of a Certain
Woman
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His latest novel is his fifth to have been

with Percy’s radiant mother

destroy it unless the Church

recognized by a Giller short- or longlist. That’s

Penelope. Her priest, her

changes dogmatically, very

one way to know you’re doing something right.

boarder, her sister-in-law.

soon.”

Not that he’s following any discernible formula:

She has no qualms about

his latest novel takes quite a risk. The Son of

returning any of their desires.

Ultimately, the novel tells the

a Certain Woman is a daring novel that will

But her son?

story of a community’s shunning

please fans who enjoyed Wayne’s debut, The

of a young boy, and the same
That question, the notion of

community’s infatuation with

latest is full of religious satire, and focuses

“how far will a mother go for

his striking, loving mother.

on the everyday familial struggles of a single

her son” is some pretty risky

It’s got some laugh-out-loud

family in Newfoundland.

territory. Wayne negotiates it

scenes alongside its moving

with a brand of humour and

moments. And yes, the book

Unlike his first novel, this one treads into a very

empathy that works as well as

is certainly full of commentary

unique, taboo-rich territory, that serves up an

it can. “The so-called incest aspect of the book

on organized religion. There’s even a priest

unforgettable cast of characters. Most notable

is certainly overblown,” Wayne says. “No incest

under the spell of Penelope’s beauty. He strives

among these characters is the mother-son

actually takes place in the novel. I intended the

to make the community be kinder to her son.

duo of Percy and Penelope. Percy was born

book to be mainly about the Church’s view of

Long story short, a good-looking girl is forced

record that since the inception

with port wine stains covering his face, and has

sexuality of any kind. The Church views sex

to try a few dates with him, and it all goes

of The Giller Prize, Wayne

goofily large hands and feet. As a result, he’s

as a sin: the original sin of Adam and Eve, the

ridiculously wrong. So wrong, that on his fall

an outcast in his school and neighbourhood.

sin necessary to the prolongation of the life of

tour across the country, Wayne had entire

So much so, he thinks his only shot at getting

humankind. I think the concept of original sin is

crowds at literary festivals busting their guts

intimate with a woman would be pity sex

the taint at the core of the apple of the Catholic

for three minutes straight as he read from

from momma dearest. Everyone is in love

Church,” he says, and adds that “I think it will

these passages.

excited by the find, because it could fund his

best friend took the coins and ran, and Janos’s

This is the mystery of the novel,

quest for the truth about his father’s death. The

devastated mother, who is on a quest to find

and Lundrigan renders it very well.

coins also hold infinite promise for Janos on

her son. His mother runs to a former lover –

The research and authenticity of

WAYNE JOHNSTON

It has to be a Canadian

Johnston’s novels have always
been nominated for the award.

LOCAL BOOK REVIEW

The Widow Tree
NICOLE LUNDRIGAN

EDITORS CHOICE

Story of Bobby O’Malley. Like his debut, his

account of his being poorer than the other two.

the commandant – for help. This man may or

the time and place are also very

In the opening pages of Nicole

Nevena, whom Janos has quite a crush on,

may not have had something to do with her

well done. To immerse the story in

Lundrigan’s fifth novel, three young

wants nothing to do with the coins. Her family’s

husband’s death. What Janos’s friends know is

Yugoslavic flavour, Lundrigan embeds italicized

financial status affords her a moral high road.

that Janos did see the coins as his way of buying

Yugoslavic words into her prose. This could be

Dorjan is on the fence. Sees both sides. With or

a new life. He’d just discovered the truth about

jarring, if handled improperly, but Lundrigan uses

without the riches the coins can bring, Dorjan

his father’s death (and his country’s involvement

this tactic to good effect to enrich her setting.

wants to carry on with their plan to go to

therein). At the time he discovers these coins

engineering school together. Before they

he’s all but told everyone – his mother included

The Widow Tree is a richly rendered literary

What they find, while they’re supposed to

settle on a plan, Janos goes missing. Nevena

– that he plans to flee the hometown that was

mystery with well-wrought characters, each

be harvesting corn, is a bag of Roman coins.

and Dorjan struggle with the mystery of

stifling him, to start a new life with his uncle.

afflicted with a complicated personal strife

friends on a boring school field trip
stumble on a bag of buried
treasure in a cornfield.

Their discovery polarizes them. It

their lost friend but also with their own

And then, he goes

they must overcome. As always

could buy them a dream

relationship, now that Janos — who

missing. Along with

with Nicole’s work, this is an

life, or it could buy them

had always been a bridge between

the coins. Did he rip

emotionally intense study of strained

off his best friend, and

relationships, but this time she’s

shortchange Nevena,

embedded the mysteries of the

The novel alternates points of view

whom he vowed to

human heart into a solid mystery of

coins, we learn much

between Janos’s love interest,

marry, or has something

a story. It’s a fabulous fifth novel by a

about these three.

Nevena, his best friend, Dorjan,

more sinister happened

Canadian author more people

Janos is the most

who is torn with suspicion his

to the boy and the coins?

ought to be reading.

trouble. Through their

them — is gone.

individual reactions
to discovering these

6
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There was a
hunger in the way
he leaned forward.
Long lensed
camera resting
on his angled
knee, shoulders
rounded and taut.
Finger anxiously
snapping pictures
of the girls in the
swimming hole.

And there, on the trail where the girls had

auto shop single-handed, and long overdue

by little Carmine burned seventeen boxes of

dropped their bags, was a dirt bike. Todd

freedom. The closed sign has hung in the

photos, fanning the pictures out in his hands

Martin’s dirt bike, and Todd Martin sat on top,

window since the funeral last winter, and since,

like playing cards, then tossing them through

and he was not watching Leslie.

the shop has become a model of rural decay.

the busted window.

This newfound spare time was spent peering
Two a.m. and Carmine was still awake and

out the back window, and developing his

There were three shopping bags full of old

picturing Todd Martin’s pockmarked face. The

pictures in private.

undeveloped film that he threw on top. The

panic began when the glint of blue and red lights

hissing startled Carmine into taking a step back.

flooded the bedroom ceiling. Carmine sank into

Dicky talked for another couple of minutes

The canisters erupted, popping and exploding

his bed, being swallowed by the damp mattress,

about the legalities of graffiti and where it stood

in every direction. Carmine hardly noticed the

and then slinked onto the floor. He hooked his

in the hierarchy of petty crime, and then asked

fire spreading, charring patches of dried grass.

finger in a hole in the flowery lace curtain, pulling

if Carmine would have a look at his Dodge on

Carmine was watching them burn, swearing he

it gently to the side. One car, no one inside.

Wednesday.

could see the girls flash in the coloured flame,
projected on the smoky skyline.

He was scrambling now, for excuses and a

It wasn’t graffiti. There were three words

clean shirt. For the padlock that should have

smeared along the clapboard with black paint

Carmine was sitting shirtless against the

been on the spare bedroom door. He waited

and a thick bristled square top paintbrush.

back wall of the spare bedroom, staring at the

a minute at the top of the stairs for that hard

Carmine was dead in his tracks, staring blankly

window from across the room. Staring until

knock on the front storm door.

at the wall, crippling fear holding him in place.

there were two windows, side by side. Long

Stomach feeling like he’d chugged that pint of

lensed camera resting on the cushioned chair.

There were six of them, young girls with

The officer had his back turned when Carmine

oil paint. Viscously picking the skin from his

The heavy light giving each of Carmine’s ribs a

milky skin. Leslie Harris with her almond

opened up. It was Dicky Cook, the only officer in

thumb with his fingernail, his entire history as a

shadow. It was twenty-eight degrees, and he

birthmark, and her pudgy friend, soft and fat

Newfoundland cut like a bag of milk.

voyeur washed through his head in a river. In a

could hear their voices calling from the water.

flood that carried cars and telephone poles that

like a summer rose. Some of the girls wore
swimsuits, and some, ill prepared after school,

“Wasn’t sure if I should wake you or not,

were beating off the sides of his skull. The river

He crept to the corner of the window to check

swam in underwear, with wet white shirts

Carmine,” he said.

was dammed the second he thought about the

for Todd Martin’s dirt bike. To see if any girls

ramifications of what he’d been doing.

were glaring at his house. He pinched the lace

clinging to their figure.
“I’m aw – wake.” Carmine’s stammered since

curtain, pulled it gently to the side. A dozen

They would change behind a boulder, in perfect

childhood, usually stopping mid word to hold a

Carmine found paint thinner on a shelf in the

girls, no bike. That almond birthmark. His

view of Carmine’s far-off window, slopping

syllable for a moment longer.

shed, and took a bucket of rags from the auto

fingers fondled the camera strap. The siren

shop. He scrubbed until the words I saw you

song was getting louder, backed by splashing

streams of water

“Some young fella on a dirt bike is all, painting

appeared a shade whiter than the rest of the

water – then the screeching of an old fan belt.

trickling down in

graffiti on the shop. Not unusual for a place this

clapboard.

He met Dicky in the shop, and Carmine’s

patterns that made

run down, but it’s too dark to make anything

each of Carmine’s

out tonight. Is the shop still open or what?”

their wet shirts on top of the rock and sending

of oil invoking memories of passing tools to

poured gasoline over the front seats of a rusted

his father. He was under the hood for half an

out Volkswagen and lit a picture of a blonde;

hour when the engine started purring, and he

naked except for the towel she was drying her

caught himself in a half way grin. And some of

His father’s death had provided Carmine with

leg with. The blaze caught fast, bellowing up

it started to come back. A little came back, like

two things: responsibility of running the family

black smoke from the leather and foam. Little

some shine in a rusted bumper.

pictures unique.
Leslie Harris rolled

“Not - since my father died.”

the sodden nylon
swimsuit down her
.
belly and hips

hands started moving as they once had. Smell
It was still dark when Carmine lit the fire. He

Books
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He went outside to fetch Dicky, who’d
wandered off during his smoke. “Weren’t long
getting that mess off,” he says. “Must have
taken you all night.”
“I get up e - early.” Carmine was putting on a
pair of thin cotton gloves, a nail biting trick
he’d learned from his mother.

four fairly new
books of poetry you
ought to read”

“What happened over here?” Dicky was
pointing to the remnants of the fire. Carmine
had towed what was left of the car, but the

LOCAL

ground was still littered with mounds of glass
and ash and the corners of burnt photos. Tree
line singed from the heat.
“Car fire,” Carmine says. “Left the
b - attery charging t - oo long.”
“You should be careful.” Dicky’ face turned

The Breakwater Book
of Contemporary
Newfoundland Poetry

halfway serious, like he had put back on his

We are celebrating 40 years in 2014!

uniform. “Fires can be out for days, sometimes
months and all the while they’re burning

LOCAL

underground, clinging to roots and chaff. Then
on some dry summer day, the fire comes back.”

March

March 21 - Unveiling of Scott Goudie Anniversary Print

Carmine thinks about that all the time.
Randy Drover is an award-winning writer
living in St. John’s. He works in publishing
and is a poetry editor at Riddle Fence.

Here is a list of just some of the activities and events
planned to include everybody in our special occasion!
All events are FREE to the public!

April

Escape Velocity

April 12th - Spring Vault Sale!
April 25th SMP: Then and Now - Artist Talk Series with April White

CARMELITA MCGRATH

May

May 10th - Annual Members Exhibit 2014

June

Submit your short stories!

LOCAL

We’ll publish one a month, and all will be
eligible for the $10,000 Journey Prize. Stories
must be less than 1,800 words and previously
unpublished in a book or literary journal.

submissions@theovercast.ca

June 7th - Open Studio Saturday
TBA - Unveiling of Christine Koch Anniversary Print
June 23, 2013 - Discovery Day Steam Roller Project

July

July 5th - Open Studio Saturday
July 12th - SMP: Then and Now Artist Talk Series with Lori Doody

Hooking

Keep checking our 2014 website for updates and details!

MARY DALTON

Gallery

Afterwords
USED BOOKS
New Newfoundland Books
Gifts & Jewellery
10% Discount for Students
245 Duckworth Street

Studio Workshops

We are always open to the public. Come see what we’re all about!
Hours: Tuesday to Friday 10am-5pm & Saturdays 12-5pm
72 Harbour Drive (2nd Floor, above Eastern Edge Gallery)

stmichaelsprintshop.com
Previously Feared
Darkness
ROBERT PRIEST

drop in, get INSPIRED.

7
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Music

LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

DOWNBEAT

UPBEAT

HEAVY

History
Lessons

The Sun in
Your Eyes

Fragile
Messiah

Don’t picture a sweet,
hokey ukulele album.

BY

SHERMAN DOWNEY & THE AMBIGUOUS CASE

BY

DEVASTATOR

In their sophomore effort, Sherman and the gang have

You’ve got to love a metal band founded by a senior political

perfected their sound. Their sound also happens to be a

analyst for Newfoundland & Labrador (Herb Simms). Fragile

sound all their own, and there’s nothing a band can strive

Messiah is their second album, and it’s taken the band to global

for more than that. The opening two tracks, “The Right Idea”

heights: Metal Hammer Magazine included a track of theirs on a

Heather Nolan has one of the nicest voices in a town of

and “Annalee” capture the band’s sway, bob, and swagger.

compilation that was distributed to 500,000 people throughout

top-notch singers. There’s a songbird’s vibrato there, and

These songs are so catchy you’ll find yourself singing along

Europe. It got them air time all over the world, including online

it adds texture and strength to her pure, earthy songs. Her

before you even know the words. This distinct sound they’ve

radio play in Japan and Africa. The success is no fluke, they

vocal’s dark tonality is reminiscent of Sharon van Etten or

cooked up over the years is a mix of many genres, from the

deserved to be on that compilation, and with one listen to this

Cat Power, yet Nolan’s voice is softer, sweeter. This trait

boom-bah-bah waltz of trad Newfoundland music, to the near

album you’ll see why they’re going global. Thick riffs, solid solos,

yodeling vocals of bluegrass, and the prominent mandolin and

and the drummer doesn’t take a break. A lot of these songs are

banjo that crafts much of their trademark sound. Most of these

groove-heavy thrash metal, with quieter moments that everyone,

lively songs demand you stamp your feet and sing along, but

including singer Darryl Reddy, can pull off with ease. Reddy runs

the band’s clever enough to know a good album, like a good

the gamut from gruff growls to a whisper and struggles nowhere

book or movie, needs some diversity and twists and turns in

in between. Showing a little range, as any good metal band

tempo and pacing. In that regard, both the track listing and

does, keeps the album and its songs engaging, start to finish.

individual song structures are smartly crafted. There’s much

And really, when was the last time you saw a heavy metal band

sense of motion and movement in how the songs sweep

profiled on NTV news? They’re doing something right. In fact

along, giving listeners a sense they’re being taken for a ride.

they’re doing everything right. Whatever genre of heavy you want

Somehow, these songs probe humanity, but with a positive

to pin them under, the album is full of the classic metal signatures

spin. Take this line, from one of the album’s stand-outs, “Heart

that make metal feel so primitive and affecting. The kick-ass riffs

v.s. Doubt,” “And you’re hanging your head down low, but

and bad-ass grooves in songs like “Fragile Messiah” and “Cowboy”

you chuckle because you know, it’s a hard road but it’s good

would get even your grandmother swinging her head, and these

to have a friend.” The album finds the light in what could be a

gruffy chops, full of range and bile, would have Phil Anselmo

cold, dark world if we let it. Other stand-out songs include “The

himself pumping a fist. Even better, songs like “One More Altar”

Right Idea,” “Annalee,” ”An Apology,” and “Honey for Bees.”

do anything but follow a predictable path. Instrumental bridges

It’s clear they took their time with these songs.

with samples of speeches, or acoustic guitars emerging out of

BY

LADY BRETT ASHLEY

obviously pairs well with the quaintness and quietness
of the ukulele she wields throughout the three-track EP,
but don’t picture a sweet, hokey ukulele album. Nolan’s
treatment of the uke harnesses the melancholic tones a
ukulele can bring to music. These songs simply wouldn’t
sound the same on an acoustic. She’s joined on the album by
Allie Duff, whose big red electric guitar work on the album
complements Nolan well, in that Duff doesn’t overwhelm
the ukulele, yet she doesn’t hold back either. “After the War”
might showcase the band’s range and cohesion the most.
The track starts off with a disarming brand of mellow and
melancholy, then builds to a rockier movement, and a great
bridge of gang vocals and gang ... claps! The song exits with
a nice band jam outro that showcases how well the lot of
musicians play together. There’s some beautiful three-way
harmonies from Heather, Allie, and violinist Darhen
Sing, whose string work adds much to the
album’s gorgeous tone of longing. The band
does, after all, take its name from a
Hemingway character.

Check out
theovercast.ca
ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
RPM CHALLENGE
TELL US MORE

Every part of every song is as it should be, and
there’s not a single rush-job, verse-chorus-

nowhere, add layers and punch in all the right places. This is some
of the best metal happening in the country right now. The outro

verse song in the lot. And that chorus in

of “Delete Me” might be one of the best metal moments of our

“Isadora Duncan.” Just try and not sing along.

island’s metal history.

Music
“ROCK” MUSIC
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DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE
called the RPM Challenge. All we had to do

That first year, The Scope received twenty-two

open and accessible to absolutely everyone,

was record ten songs or thirty-five minutes of

albums. It didn’t take long for it to snowball

regardless of age and musical or technical

music during the month of February and send

into a local phenomenon with the number

ability. There have been albums from a two year

it to him by March 1st. It wasn’t a contest, there

of participants increasing each year to a

old plunking on his dad’s instruments (Ego), a

were no prizes. It was simply an excuse to do

whopping 145 in 2013. One of the main reasons

ten year old playing his keyboard and singing

what we loved – make music.

so many people are getting involved is that

about comic books and his favorite animals

you can make it whatever you want it to be. If

(Nick Trnka), snippets of tense conversations

Although we got off to a late start that first

you want to remain in obscurity, putting music

between a couple (Bossy Girlfriend) and a wide

month, during the last fourteen days we

out there anonymously and never having to

assortment of random noise jams.

managed to write and record eleven new

play a show or have your name attached to it,

songs at fever pace. What was the reward for

this is your chance. I still have no idea what

By now, most local musicians and music

our hard work? Our first RPM album, How

die-hard RPMers like Jack E.Tar, Mr.5 AM and

enthusiasts are well aware of and have

the Aviator Sees the Rainbow, an album of

Ultramammoth even look like. It can also be

participated in The RPM Challenge. If you’ve

brand new music that did not exist a month

a great platform for taking your music to the

done RPM before, join us again this year.

February has a direct correlation with my love

earlier. Although the rules of the challenge only

next level. Bands like Pilot to Bombardier, The

If you haven’t, don’t even think about it,

of music. Since I was a kid I’ve been writing

stipulated that the songs be recorded during

Domestics, East of Empire, People on Pause,

just jump into it.

and recording original music, most of which

February, we found that writing all

exists on cassette tapes in a box downstairs.

the songs during that timeframe

Around 2004, I began writing and recording

forced us to take risks and

with some friends under the name AM/FM

made us sound like a different

Dreams. In February 2008, I got an email from

band altogether. We were

Elling Lien, editor of The Scope. He asked us if

hooked and have taken The

we’d be interested in participating in something

RPM Challenge every year since.

Why You Should Do
the RPM Challenge
This Month
My favourite
month is finally
here.
It might be one of the
coldest, messiest
months of the year,
but my fondness of

Steve Maloney and Other People all

SIGN UP
for the RPM
Challenge
RPM
CHALLENGE
.COM

started off as RPM projects and are

Although The Scope is sadly no more, Elling

now widely known on the local

Lien, being the stalwart supporter of the arts

scene and beyond.

that he is, will remain the primary facilitator
and contact for the RPM Challenge here in

Another great thing about the

Newfoundland. He can be reached by email

RPM Challenge is that it is

at elling@thescope.ca.

CFA ALBUM OF THE MONTH
On this album and his last, he’s been getting a

Jurado album needs a beautiful Jesus.”

and the album, intentionally, plays out like a

helping hand to craft this new direction from

Brothers and Sisters of the Eternal Son really

journey. In addition to the musical innovation

producer, and Shin’s band member, Richard

is one of the most musically stunning albums

on the album, it’s also lyrically creative. The

Swift. Damien himself credits Swift quite a

you’ll ever hear. Not in how likeable or catchy

album is “about a guy who disappears on a

bit. “Before working with Richard,” he’s said,

the songs are, but in the level of care and work

search for himself and never goes home.” In

“I used to dread making records. Now I don’t

gone into crafting these songs. Their goal was

reflecting on their work on this album, Jurado

anymore. He is able to hear things in music

to try and push things “too far,” and the album

and Swift agree on one thing in particular,

that I don’t hear.” What they’ve achieved with

truly gives the impression that what you can do

“You can definitely air drum to it.”

this record is a stunning demonstration of

with a song is limitless. What marks the album

musical craftsmanship that anyone who’s ever

is the decision to use strange percussion, in

recorded music will drop a jaw over. In fact,

addition to a drum kit, like wood blocks and

cool-kid favourite Father John Misty recently

altogether indiscernible objects that are being

wrote a long essay about his infatuation with

smacked, cracked, and whipped to add an

best thing happening in quiet, folky North

Damien’s music. “Damien is goddamn out of

unprecedented texture and interest to these

American music, but over the course of

his mind.” Father John’s essay is about how

exceptionally innovative songs. Anything that

Damien Jurado’s career, spanning more than

can clank and clang and change a song in a

ten LPs and almost twenty EPs, has created a

way you’ve never quite heard before is put to

religion onto itself. Big words. “Damien Jurado

use, including well-placed gongs. The song

made up his own Jesus because a Damien

structures take the strangest twists and turns,

Damien Jurado’s
New Recording
Masterpiece,
Brothers and
Sisters of the
Eternal Son
Ten years ago, Damien Jurado was the

his last few albums he’s been shifting
towards a new sound, a new realm of
music really, that’s quite his own.
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Mixing Basics for Your

See Damian
Lethbridge’s column
for an explanation of
the RPM Challenge.

RPM Challenge Home Recordings

1

SETTING THE RELATIVE VOLUME

and open your software’s equalizer plug-in.

LEVELS OF EACH TRACK

You’ll see a line going across a graph from
low-end bass frequencies (-18 Hz or so) to

4

USE A REVERB PLUG-IN TO MOVE A
TRACK “OUT BACK” OR “UP FRONT”

PAGE 9

5

USE COMPRESSION TO
ACHIEVE CONSISTENCY

The basic rule of thumb is to mute everything

high-end treble frequencies (16k Hz or so).

Most people think of reverb exclusively as

Particularly on vocal and drum tracks, you

but the kick drum, then add in the other drums

This is the sound spectrum of your guitar

a way to add texture to vocals and to soften

will occasionally sing a little louder here,

and cymbals, adjusting relative volumes until

track. Some frequencies in this spectrum are

their faults. Reverb can indeed be magic for

and smack a snare a little too loud there.

the kit is sounding good. Then add bass, adjust

bound to be sullying the sound of your track,

that. But it’s also a great way to distinguish

Compression planes everything off into a nice

track volumes until your drum and bass section

and these frequencies should be cut out of the

one instrument from another. A lot of reverb

consistent volume. It can drastically improve a

is sounding great. Then add in your rhythm

track’s spectrum. If your vocals are sounding

will push a track back so its booming in the

vocal track. Your software should have presets

guitar, then lead, then vocals. Your drum and

too cloudy, or your cymbals too metallic,

background, where it isn’t overwhelming

in its compression plug-in, and they’re worth

bass is the foundation, lay it. Then adjust guitar

or anything at all, EQ carving can fix this, by

something you want in the foreground. None,

toying with on vocal tracks. Compression is

and vocals from there so they’re standing

cutting out the troublesome frequencies along

or a little reverb, will make the track sound

a huge reason singers sound so great on a

on this foundation. Add in all your peripheral

the track’s sound spectrum.

front and centre.

well-mixed album.

FINDING BAD FREQUENCIES TO CUT

UNDERSTANDING REVERB’S PARAMETERS

UNDERSTANDING COMPRESSION
PARAMETERS

• Open your software’s equalizer plug-in.

instruments next. That said, many people do
this backwards and start with the vocals. Try
out both, see what works for your ears.

with things until you can clearly hear what each

The general rule of EQ carving is “cut, don’t

instrument is doing. You’ll want to tease your

boost,” because boosting frequency makes the

INPUT
Means volume.
MIX
How much reverb do you want on a track?
100% will not sound subtle.
(ROOM) SIZE
The more room size you add,
the more echo you get.
DIFFUSION
Simulates a room’s reflectivity.
Higher settings will sound more “live.”
DECAY
How long the reverberation lasts.
Rule of thumb: less than one second is good.
PREDELAY
How long until reverb occurs. Rule of thumb:
between 15 - 40 milliseconds. As a rule you want
to move room size, decay, and pre-delay, up and

bass out and away from your kick drum, for

track take up more space in the mix. As for “Q,”

down in unison, as if one switch.

example, so they’re not muddying together. If

the higher you set the Q, the more narrow the

you leave all your instruments in the middle,

range of frequency you’re cutting becomes. Q

they’ll all blend together with no distinction.

sets the width of frequency you’re cutting.

• You’ll see several balls or “bands” you can grab

2

with your mouse to drag up or down.

PANNING IS HOW YOU

• The only parameter you need to know about is “Q.”

SEPARATE EACH INSTRUMENT

• Set the Q in band 1 to 10. Click play.
• Grab the band and drag it way up. Now, slowly

As a rule you should pan your instruments to
mirror the way a band looks on a stage: leave
your vocals and drums in the centre, send your

move it along the spectrum. When you hit a
frequency that makes your meters go red, or
plain sound horrible, you know you need to cut
that frequency. To do so, simply haul the line

rhythm guitar just slightly to the left speaker,

down past zero. How low? Until the track

and bass to the right. Move your lead off in the

sounds nicer. But like anything in life, never

opposite direction of your rhythm guitar until

over do things.

it hits a sweet spot you like. Just play around

3

6

THRESHOLD
The max volume before compression kicks in.
ATTACK
Sets how long compression takes to kick in when
the track’s volume reaches your set threshold.
RELEASE
Sets how long the sound is compressed after
volume drops below threshold. As a rule, you
want a fast release.
RATIO
The ratio is the difference between incoming
and outgoing signals. A 4:1 ratio says that when
4dB of sound comes past the threshold, an increase
of only 1dB comes out the other side. Higher ratios
will sound more squashed and compressed. Stay
low, as a rule. 3:1 or 4:1 are pretty standard.

SWEETENING THE MIX

The other idea of EQ carving is that you don’t

A song should always feel like it’s building and changing.

EQUALIZATION:

want too many tracks sharing the same

Verse two shouldn’t just have different lyrics, it should also

EQ CARVING

frequencies or things sound muddy. For

have some instrumentation that wasn’t there in verse one.

example, the basic rule of thumb is to cut some

EQ carving is probably the easiest way to

low frequencies off your guitar, so the bass

improve the quality of your home recordings.

can have that space, and then cut some high

To get started, solo your rhythm guitar track

frequencies off your bass so the guitar owns

(play it alone with all other tracks muted),

more treble space.

A shaker maybe, or some lead guitar work. In the second
chorus, maybe the drums are a little more wild than the first
time around, or maybe a back-up singer joins you.

P H O TO S B Y TO S H A LO B S I N G E R & TA R A T H O M P S O N
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Did You Hear What Heather Nolan Did Last Year?
“I decided to see how many different spaces I could find with a unique sound that I could work with. One was a locker ... it was a big
locker, but it still wasn’t particularly comfortable. Thankfully I recorded most of that album on the ukulele [which can fit into a locker
with you]. Another was the alcove under the staircase in the basement of a really sketchy apartment building. One was the top floor
of an abandoned factory that I broke into. One was the radio booth at my college. One was the shower stall at that college. One was
in a blanket fort constructed for that purpose. It wound up being a very patchwork sounding album because each song had a totally
different atmosphere to it. Several of them even have bits of background noise from whichever location they’re in. I also don’t have
any real recording knowledge, so I was mostly just wandering around with a uke listening for places that sounded all right to me.”

Quick Recording & Mixing Tips from Locals
“Not to be too general, but I think the most important thing is to be happy with the tracks

“My tip for mixing your RPM album would be not to hold back on anything. Ever wanted to

you’ve recorded before you ever start mixing. It’ll make for way less stress in the wee hours,

dabble in digital effects? Use a hundred of them. Ever wanted to experiment with recording

the night before your deadline. No one wants to be flailing and re-singing a vocal with three

in a big room? Use a school gym for an afternoon. You think that it sounds cool when guitars

hours left and seven songs to mix. Try and take the time to evaluate and experiment with parts

are out of tune? Throw your tuner away and start recording. If you don’t hold back on anything

while you’re setting up for tracking. You’ll thank yourself later.” – MARK NEARY

that you want to try, you WILL figure out how to make it all fit in the mix. If you challenge
yourself, you’ll be really surprised with your results.”

“If you are getting a good stereo mix left to right, but struggling with placing instruments front

– MATTHEW BEVERLY  

far away. In the real world, far away sounds lose high end before they reach our ears, so try it

“One trick many artists rely on is to record three to four

in your mix too, it’s fun!” – MARK BRAGG

passes at the same vocal, trying to sound the same as
possible. When you’re done maybe you will be lucky

“When you start mixing a song, try to think of another song out there (preferably one that’s

enough to have one pass that is THE vocal. But if not,

been professionally mixed or mastered, or released by a major label) that has a similar

choose the best vocal and mix it the loudest, then mix

arrangement or feel to your own, or, is a song you’re trying to emulate. Add that track to the

the other takes a bit quieter. All the vocals together will

bottom of your mixing session and mute it so it’s always there to listen back to when you run

create a cool chorus-y effect known as the double or

out of ideas or just want to check and compare if your instrument track’s frequency or basic

triple vocal, used by a lot of artists. If you don’t have one

volume level make sense. Having a comparison point handy is always helpful as your

pass that really stands out above the rest but are decently

project grows outward.” – PATRICK CANNING

competent at editing simply choose each phrase for the
best pass at [it]. This is often known as comping the

“One of the biggest challenges I’ve had to deal with is losing the vocals in the final mix.

vocal. Simply line all of your vocal takes next to each

After hours of frustration with our first three RPM albums I finally figured out a process that

other, and cut and paste the best sung phrases on a

minimizes this problem. I always start with the drum, bass, and main vocal track panned

separate new track. It’ll be our little secret.”

to the centre of the mix. From there I bring in all the other tracks and spread them

- JERRY STAMP

as evenly as possible over the left and right speakers. Also tambourines and shakers
can be surprisingly overpowering. I usually try to pan them way out in the left or right
field, and keep them turned down low.” – DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

Have fun RPM-ing, and email us links
to your albums so we can sample them.

submissions@theovercast.ca

IMAGE BY PEGGY TREMBLETT

to back, try rolling off a little high end from the verbed-out quiet sounds you are trying to place
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MIC TO MIC

had experience writing piano-driven songs with

jam. I remember kind of mentioning to the guys

Tim. Consequently, we were able to arrange the

the kind of thing I was hoping to get out of that

songs much easier than I expected it would be.

song, and they somehow managed to articulate

I’ve been so lucky to work with them.

and develop that feeling better than I could
through their parts.

Gala’s Aley
Waterman on
Working with
an Allstar Band
Back in mid-January, solo piano artist Aley
Waterman launched a stunning EP called Young

Well, to make a long story relatively short,

Were all of these songs your own, and you
brought them to the band to work with?

The album ends on a solo piano

Yeah the skeletons of the songs were mine,

rendition of “Little Fires.” Tell us a little

but the band definitely added a lot. I’ve been

something about this song.

playing and writing solo for a long time so I

“Little Fires” is very different from the other 3

picked a few that seemed to lend themselves

songs, and also different from the direction I’m

well to a band setting and we arranged the

currently going writing-wise. I wrote that song

parts together.

about three years ago, and it’s one of the few old
ones that I’ve held on to. I made a Heavyweather

Tim and I are good friends and a while back,
after I received a Music NL grant, he offered

What was it like watching the band

video of the song when they started up, and I’ve

to help me with the demo and to produce it.

change your songs from solo origins to

been playing it at solo shows since then. The

Based on a series of factors including Josh’s

the big-sound magic on this album?

song itself has a bit of a confused message that

ethereal, emotive songs pack more punch than

and Adam’s availability at the time, an available

It was so exciting! Like I said before, they

reflects how I was feeling at the time

most albums can muster with ten songs. The

jam space, and the fact that we wanted to

were already songs, but much smaller

(I was an angsty nineteen year old

interview below focuses on Aley’s experience

get the album done and done well before Hey

and less vibrant. I have

of bringing her songs to a band.

Rosetta left for tour again, it made sense and

a classical background

the guys were into it. Also, it’s tricky to find

and my solo origins

Adam Hogan, Josh Ward, and Tim Baker of

band members to write to piano-driven songs,

have been strongly led

important if you don’t put the work

Hey Rosetta were heavily involved in the

because piano is basically the electric guitar’s

and influenced by that,

in and don’t commit yourself, but

album. How did that association come to be?

less popular little sister, but those guys already

but when we all started

it’s also about how important it

Hymns. But she released it under the guise of
Gala, a new band-backed project of hers. Gala’s
EP might only be four songs long, but these

who overanalyzed things too much,
maybe not so different from now). It’s
about how little can be lasting and

jamming together I was

is to keep a healthy perspective

blown away at the guys’

and not to sweat the small

ability to make them new

stuff. Everyone always thinks

again, and give them so

it’s so sad, but it’s supposed to be positive too.

much more energy. There’s this one tune called

It’s supposed to remind you of the possibility of

“The Ender, the Mender, and the Whip” which

growth and change and newness. It seemed like a

isn’t on the album but we play it live, and the

good note to end the EP on.

first time we jammed that one, it felt so much
more well-suited to a band setting, and lately

Can we count on seeing Gala play a

I’ve been trying to write with that space in mind

few shows around town, other than

(space for other instruments, and for a different

January’s album release?

sound than I’ve been used to).

Yeah! We are trying to get something in the
works for early February. The Hey Rosetta

Is there a song on here you’re particularly

guys will be going away for a while as of March,

surprised by, in terms of how the band-

and I’ll be gone a bit too, but I really want to

version recording came out?

try and make it work and figure it out. I also

I think that I was most surprised by how “Just

play in a band called Thee Internet, and the

Enough” turned out. It’s so heavy! Which I’m

lead singer and writer Tyler doesn’t even live

very happy about, but would not have thought

in Newfoundland, but we still manage to play

up by myself. A lot of this has to do with Ashley’s

occasional shows and record and all that fun

energetic and intricate drum parts. The ending

stuff, so that experience has really shown me

part, which was originally just a quiet piano

that these things are possible despite busy and

melody, turned into this big alternative heavy

conflicting schedules.

Buy or stream Gala’s new EP Young Hymns / galasongs.bandcamp.com

Cover Story

Allie Duff. Allie Duff, Allie
Duff. You’ve seen her name
all over town all year long.
She’s one of St. John’s risen
stars of 2013, and in some
ways the city is all
the better for it.
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Hats
of
Allie
Duff
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P H O TO B Y J O E L U P S H A L L

wetting ruddy pebbles.

She, for example, founded and continues to

got an unpredictable and atypical approach to

Nolan. “Heather and I probably first met

facilitate Spoken Word St. John’s. The main

the guitar, like St. Vincent, and anyone who

whilst drinking in a park or at The Ship. Our

mandate of Spoken Word St. John’s is to host

remembers the epic Riot Grrl movement of

first musical meeting, though, was during the

open mic poetry nights at the LSPU Hall on

decades past will hear some Sleater-Kinney

summer when I saw her play a solo gig and

spread a hush-hush breeze
through icy brambles.

a regular basis, and it’s hard to believe this

in the vocal adventures and punchy guitar of

asked her if she wanted to jam. She’d already

Happily humbled here: silence is solidified.

never existed before, given the literary chops

“Shots” on her latest EP, the Law of Falling

been jamming with Darhen, so the three of

in this city. To help draw a crowd, and ease

Bodies. It’s an interesting album title. “It’s a

us played some tunes and Lady Brett Ashley

Salt water eats ancient sand castles
and cliffs swallow

the crowd into sharing their work, each event

physics theory,” she says.

was created.” When asked if one band isn’t

has a featured poet. “The featured poets are a

enough to be in, she heartily declares, “Never!

Gauzy grey clouds blanket volcanic rock,

frozen voices of brave, forgotten
swimmers. Echoes
are held forever in savage
sedimentary stomachs.

mix of new and established writers,” she says.

“I don’t know the math behind it, but from what

Every band brings together different people,

“They all vary in style. It’s a way to emphasize

I understand, in a place with no atmosphere,

with amazing talents, and they help me grow

the openness that Spoken Word St. John’s has

all objects fall at the same rate (like on the

musically so much. I played my first guitar solo

Duff cites author Gerard Collins as a personal

towards different types of poetry.”

moon). So I was thinking that if we all lived

with Lady Brett Ashley!”

local favourite. “He was also my first English

on the moon, people might fall (in love) at the

professor and encouraged me to pursue

Allie is also a musician, playing an admirable

same time, instead of all the back and forth,

Getting back to Allie the poet, and Spoken Word

writing.” And if that’s all she got out of dabbling

number of shows around town lately. Look

and half falling, and practically fatal falls that

St. John’s organizer, Allie says that the origins

in an English degree, it’ll be enough.

at any telephone pole or event listings page

happen here on earth.” When asked why she’s

of Spoken Word St. John’s were not what they

and you’ll see her name a few times. She

playing an electric guitar in an era of singer-

ended up becoming. “Originally, it was going

While Allie Duff and The Happy Campers’ EP is

fronts her own band, Allie Duff and the Happy

songwriters clinging to acoustic guitars she

to be an editing group. When that didn’t work,

still new, Allie claims the band will be recording

Campers, but lends her big red guitar to

rightfully cites the limitations of the acoustic.

Lori Beck and Adam Critchley helped me create

again very soon. “We received a music NL

other bands around town as well, including

“When I played solo shows I used an acoustic.

the open mic nights. They’re a great chance

demo grant and are super excited about it. I’m

Lady Brett Ashley. Musically, since ditching

But the sound I imagined for a lot of my songs

for new and established writers to meet one

also hoping to expand Spoken Word St. John’s

solo shows and saddling up with a band, her

wasn’t possible with that guitar. I guess it’s

another and share poetry of any style, in a

to include writers’ workshops.”

sound is hard to pin down. She cites Leonard

very much personal preference; I can play

judgement-free space.” Allie is herself a poet,

Cohen as her biggest inspiration, but she’s

‘pretty’ tunes on my electric, and then, in those

and here’s an except, from “Bottle Cove Beach.”

far rockier than the dapper, regal poet she

same songs, easily create a grittier sound.”

draws on for inspiration. “I like to think my
lyrics are at least a little bit influenced by his

When not playing her own shows, she’s playing

tunes.” Other influences for Allie include an

with another band that also plays quite a lot

eclectic batch of musical innovators like St.

lately, Lady Brett Ashley. Lady Brett Ashley

Vincent, Andrew Bird, and Patsy Cline. She’s

is fronted by the ukulele wielding Heater

She feels tiny, hypnotized by
gentle west coast waves,

When asked what’s another passion she’s
been meaning to explore, Duff cites fiction.
“I have ten or so unfinished short stories and

perplexed by majestic crests that
loom lightly over

I’ve been meaning to sit down and make myself

then lick grey sand languidly.
Ocean’s tongue is playful,

slacker yet, you should be. Life is too short to

write their endings.” If you’re not feeling like a
be only wearing one hat. ★
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SHOP PORTRAIT

I had this crazy idea
of a carefully curated
resale boutique like those
I had seen in Montreal and
Vancouver, and I wanted
to see what could
come of it.

Model Citizens
Model Citizens is home to the most
unique selection of clothes in town.
Piece by piece, owner Chelsey

Any words of advice for people who
shop exclusively at the mall?

environment helps. Customer experience is

place. We have a real deficit of time in our

one of our top priorities.

lives and it definitely serves as a convenient

We work in an industry that can get you

method of shopping. As a business in the

Patterson seeks out a mix of vintage

accessories (covetable, even) for a lower cost.

and contemporary clothing so she can

In other words, luxury goods at much lower

Is it safe to say your inventory turns over
faster than a store at the mall’s? That you
have a better selection?

prices. We go one step further than Winners,

The speed of inventory turnover is at the

though - we provide exceptional customer

cornerstone of our business model. The

You can buy the Gap sweater everyone

service, experience, and strive to curate one of

inventory is constantly changing, with a

else will be buying that month, or you

the best designer resale collections in Canada.

minimum of ten to fifteen new pieces put on the

Your dollar can go further than at the mall,

floor daily. We also keep a massive back stock

you just need to go and find it, and it exists in

of inventory (some customers have even tried

the Downtown Core. This is not just at

to pay employees to get back in that magical

Model Citizens, but at the many other

room) that allows us to pull items for clients on

amazing shops.

request. If you need something and cannot find

bring first-rate fashion to St. John’s.

can buy a one-of-a-kind item from
Model Citizens. And karma pays well for
customers of Model Citizens: every time
you put your money in the pocket of this
local entrepreneur, you get a little better
looking. Or at least a little better dressed.
You’ve been opened since 2008,
what’s the key to success for running
a boutique clothing store?
I think the key to success is your staff.
Empowering people is so valuable to achieving

exceptionally high quality clothing and

downtown core, we know that we serve different
needs; we are an experience-based business,
we offer unique products, we are nimble and
able to react quickly to customer needs, and
we are independent so we can offer very highquality personalized service in a meaningful and
authentic way. It doesn’t mean the mall is an evil
place, it is a different experience that satisfies a
different set of needs for the same customers.

it on the floor, just ask a staff member and they

Is the “No One Else Will Have This!”
factor the big draw of shopping at Model
Citizens?

Could we say an added perk of shopping

will try their best to find it for you. We travel

Yes, that is a big one for us. We only have

at Model Citizens is having a fashion

to NYC approximately every nine weeks to

one of each item, so each product is unique

consultant, and a less crowded and rushed

replenish our inventory and pick specific items

and special. This becomes incredibly

experience compared to the mall?

and styles that clients have requested.

important at Christmas

Absolutely! We provide hands-on experience

Cocktail
Party

it is casually in the shop or by appointment, our

Is the mall basically an evil place where no
person should ever tread?

wedding

that is available to all of our customers. Whether

Time and

sales staff will help you choose items that suit

No, it definitely has a real place in our

great things together. As a business owner,

your needs, help you transition and adapt your

community. It employs a massive amount of

season. It’s

big or small, it is vital to solicit contributions

current wardrobe for current trends, and provide

people, acts as a public gathering place for

never fun to

in incredibly meaningful ways. The results you

a comfortable and trustworthy environment

many, and also can be a nice place to go on a

show up to a

can achieve are amazing. Oh, and try and stay a

to experiment with new looks and styles. We

rainy day. It is also comforting, we know what

party or reception

tiny bit cool, even if you know you’re not.

like to take our time, so having a more relaxed

to expect and know that we can get it in one

and see three girls

P H O TO B Y A D A M P E N N E Y
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with your dress on in a different colour. Also,
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our clientele is unique and individualistic so that
is what they look for when shopping – ways to
express that through the clothes they wear.

ProtoShed
Makerspace in
Victoria Park

inventors and makers so that they can take
the leap into entrepreneurship surrounded
by the right people and equipment,” says
Brownlee. “However, when it comes to this

Should we all be shopping for clothes in
our comfort zone, and clothes we think
suits what we think is our style, or should
we be challenging our style with new
clothes, colours, fashions?

the best things. We maintain style sheets at all

There’s something great about making

My approach to this common conundrum is

times, and build them around a few concepts.

that you can treat your wardrobe as adaptable.

First, we have staple items and brands that we

something. ProtoShed Community

No need to throw your clothes away when a

are always looking out for. Things like Coach

new season with new trends is upon us. Adapt

bags, Frye boots, cashmere sweaters, silks,

community-operated workspace where

your wardrobe for your lifestyle, your comfort

and other items that are always in demand.

people interested in technology, science,

sharing knowledge. Recently, the group held a

level and your desired outcomes. Take some

Second, we buy with specific clients in mind.

and art can meet and collaborate.

soldering tutorial for a Boy Scout group, and is

risks, absolutely, but make sure they still make

Often this is solicited, but we also pick things

sense for you.

that we think will be appealing for particular
customers. Thirdly, we try to stay ahead of the

On a scale of 1-10 how much does
our wardrobe define us?

trends in current fashion and in tune with what
vintages are on the upswing.

4. As it is important, and a lot of people

hackerspace, I find that I am in the role of
a student more often than not. The other

Workshop is a makerspace — a

The workshop caters to programmers,
makers, entrepreneurs, and inventors, and
also serves as a hangout for tech geeks. It’s
like a clubhouse, with soldering guns and
laser cutters.

members have different knowledge bases,
such as in electronics, which intrigue me, and
keeps me coming back to learn more.”
As a non-profit organization open to the
general public, the focus is on reaching out and

currently getting ready to beta-test the Peachy
Printer, a Saskatchewan-made $100 3D printer
that isn’t on the market yet.
The common challenge for makerspaces
is finding a home. Like most non-profit
organizations, locking down a physical space

flex their creative muscles every day when

Where does all your clothes come from?

choosing what to wear and how to wear it, but

All our clothes come from New York City.

“We are a group that provides members

I think it is our actions that truly define who we

It is the global mecca for the clothing and

with access to tools, knowledge, and space

are. How we treat one another speaks volumes

accessories we have built our business around.

to make neat things,” says member and

about who we are, not the clothes.

It is the only place where we can find the

co-founder Hal Brownlee. “We have digital

quality and volume of designer and vintage

fabrication tools, and everything you’d need

Tell us the story behind one of your own
favourite articles of clothing.

clothing that we need.

to work on electronics, crafts, prototypes, or

Cashmere gym pants. I wore them everyday

And you have men’s clothing too, yes?

of my pregnancy and the four months of mat

What kind of stuff?

Surveying the workshop, you might see

Espresso Book Machine, digital conversion

We have a very well-stocked men’s clothing

any number of remote control helicopters,

software, a gaming area, sound recording

section. Granted, our core clientele is women

underwater robots, or WWII battleship

equipment, a green screen, and a ceiling

replicas in various stages of construction

mounted projector and sound system. The

strewn about the space. “Members are

shared goal of raising accessibility makes for

currently working on various projects

an easy marriage.

leave. They suffered an untimely end, but
provided me with endless comfort. I highly
recommend this article of clothing. The best,
most amazing piece of fabric to ever touch
your bum. Interested? We can hook you up!
How might people buying clothes at a
boutique shop like yours make the
world a better place?
Economically speaking, shopping local is always
a great idea. If you spend your money at a local
retailer, that money will stay in your community,
promoting jobs, job creation, secondary and
tertiary business spinoff, vibrancy, support and
vitality in your community.

anything else you could think of.”

and girls, but we work very hard to maintain
a wide variety of styles and sizes. We have a
very faithful male clientele who depend on us
for their staple items like jeans, dress shirts,
sweaters, and outerwear. We also carry men’s
designer items that are impossible to find
anywhere else in eastern Canada, so we always
have men coming in to look for treasures. A lot
of our female clientele also pillage the men’s

consultants in New York to help us find

order. Luckily, creative solutions are what
makerspaces are all about.
In Edmonton, forward-thinking, futurefriendly librarians recently allotted a section of
unused space at The Edmonton Public Library
to house the city’s first makerspace. Visitors
can now get hands-on with 3D printers, an

including modifying and creating electronic
devices, prototyping, aquatic robots, and

In St. John’s, the local makerspace can be

have hosted presentations on programming

found at the Victoria Park pool house. “The

and technology,” says Brownlee. “We are

Friends of Victoria Park are gracious enough

growing, and expanding our inventory of tools

to allow us to use their pool house, which

and equipment for gnarly new projects and

has plenty of space for our equipment and

workshops.”

meetings,” says Brownlee.

sections for gifts or for themselves.
Brownlee grew up on a farm in Manitoba

Weekly meetings are

Life mottos are cheesy, but what’s yours?

where he had the time and tools to tinker

held every Tuesday

Work hard and the rest is easy.

and invent things. Along with being a serial

at 5:30-9:00 pm in

tinkerer, Brownlee is also an entrepreneur,

the Victoria Park

with a recently incorporated business to

Pool House. Every

make a musical instrument for which he has

weekly meeting is an

filed a patent. “My motivation for co-founding

open house. All are

this organization is to create an incubator for

welcome.

When you’re ordering clothes for your
store, what are you thinking?
We hand-select everything, and use

that’s accessible and affordable is a tall

Model Citizens
183B Duckworth Street
modelcitizens.ca
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RESTAURANT PORTRAIT

“The only thing
that’s constant about
our menu is that it’s
not constant.”

The perk of Mallard Cottage
co-owner Stephen Lee being

Mallard Cottage
another time, a better time, where careful

drastically increased their set-up time and

Newfoundland is one of two Canadian

craftsmanship matters in both the food and

cost, but as Stephen says laughing, “I’m only

provinces allowed to serve wild game, and

the building itself.

going to do something foolish like this once.

Mallard Cottage is taking full advantage of that.

So I did it right.”

“We can serve rabbit and duck. My buddy can

a sommelier, is that he thinks
about food the way European
winemakers think of wine:
let great grapes speak for
themselves on the palette.

Their building is in fact a National Historic

come in with a moose he just caught, and I

Site; it’s one of the oldest residential homes in

Lee’s business partner is chef Todd Perrin,

can buy that, fresh, and serve it here. We have

Canada. While regulations only required them

whom many will recognize from his time on The

a dozen people out there hunting things and

to maintain the look of the building’s exterior,

Food Network’s Top Chef Canada in 2011. “The

bringing it in, which is why the menu changes

Lee and co-owner Todd Perrin went the

constant in our operation is the strength of the

all the time,” he laughs, “We don’t know who’s

extra mile and spent two years meticulously

partnership and shared vision me and Todd have.

going to get lucky.”

fashioning the interior of the restaurant, taking

We haven’t even so much as had an argument.”

Nothing flashy and unnecessary is added to

out its boards one at a time, refinishing them,

The amount of care they put into restoring the

The ever-changing, always fresh menu is part of

old-world wines, and Lee translates this mantra

and re-installing them. “It was a painstaking

building set the tone for the amount of care they

the restaurant’s appeal. As Lee says, “The only

into a food philosophy for Mallard Cottage, “We

amount of work, and money, and time, but

would put into their food menu as well. “There

thing that’s constant about our menu is that it’s

let the core flavours of our dishes and drinks

we weren’t going to buy and run a place that’s

hasn’t been a piece of beef or chicken served

not constant. Except,” he says, “Our ‘meat and

speak for themselves.” This wine analogy is built

this unique, and has this much historical

here. It’s not because we don’t want to serve

eggs’ brunch option. We’re making our own pork

into every aspect of the Mallard Cottage dining

significance in the province and country,

beef or chicken; it’s because we’re only going

belly bacon, we’re making our own peameal

experience, from the naturally stunning decor,

without doing it properly.”

to serve things when we know the product is

bacon, we’re making our own sausages. How

fresh and first-rate. If we can get a nice piece of

do we make people choose between those?” So

to the mouth-watering menu, and the dresseddown staff who make their impression with

For Stephen and Todd, going the route of

well-marbled beef, then we’ll serve it. But all of

they don’t: when you order “meat and eggs” at

genuine friendliness instead of flashy stilettos.

standard contractors simply wouldn’t do. They

our protein and vegetables are top-quality, fresh

Mallard Cottage, you get all three.

hired a fourth-generation boat-building family

food items, from right here in Newfoundland.

The awe of this restaurant begins before you’re

from Trinity to take their time and do it with

The only thing we serve that isn’t, is the bacon,

As mentioned, the menu at Mallard Cottage is

even given a menu. Walking into Mallard

care. It was the same family responsible for the

but that’s all made in house. Everything else is

based on traditional local foods. It’s all local

Cottage feels like walking into another era,

restoration and general look of Trinity itself. It

Newfoundland grown and hunted.”

game, local berries, local vegetables, foods
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Think pure flavour and comfort, and the guys

the terroir – a

here do a great job of it.” Getting back to Lee

wine term

and Perrin’s sommelier’s approach to food

Lee applies

philosophy, Lee’s sentiment is that a lot of

to food – of

chefs put too much of their personality into

our province.

their dishes, which overwhelms the underlying

Stephen

base flavours. “Our kitchen staff aims to let

speaks of

the food speak for itself. Why douse things in

a recent

sauces or over-season, or serve drinks with

awakening to

fifteen ingredients, just to sound wild, when

what’s around

it’s in fact doing a disservice to the food on

us. “The broader food culture movement, here

the plate? It’s why old-world wines are my

and everywhere, has been, eat local, eat farm-

favourite, they don’t mess around with the

to-table.” This sustainable model is something

product. They let the terroir and the grapes

Mallard Cottage wholeheartedly adheres to.

shine, without dumping in oak chips, or

“Newfoundlanders were organic farmers

something, for dramatic appeal.”

P H O TO C O U R T E S Y O F M A L L A R D C O T TA G E
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before organic farming was a thing. We knew
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Mike Gough’s Retrace
Exhibition at The Rooms

that putting some pig dung in your garden

They apply this food philosphy to their appealing

meant that potatoes would grow better next

drink menu as well. Even the marshmallows

year. It’s just coming back full circle. That kind

in the hot chocolate are made in the kitchen.

of lifestyle is just attractive now.”

They make their own in-house Irish coffee out

Mike Gough is not yet thirty, but is

with a few marks that eventually developed

of chocolate melted with crème, whiskey, a ¼

already one of the most spoken of,

into a drawing of the area in London where

Lee and Perrin’s vision for Mallard Cottage

pint of steamed Guinness, and other delicious

extends beyond the food to the dining

ingredients. “Our mimosa goes over huge too.

experience itself. They wanted to “create a

We juice carrots from Lester’s farm and add

place where everybody could come and feel

sparkling wine, which gives this really beautiful,

comfortable, because the typical fine dining

vibrant orange colour that turns heads as staff

distinct visual artists in St. John’s.
One look at his work and you know who
painted it. One look at his work and your
home feels incomplete without a piece. It’s
clean, catching work with plenty of conceptual

We weren’t going to run a place that’s this unique,
and has this much historical significance in the province
and country, without doing it properly.

- STEPHEN LEE

context as well. His art has appeared in
exhibitions across Canada, the UK, and France,
and his latest exhibit is a stunning solo one
at The Rooms, entitled Retrace. This exhibit
is a product of the Elbow Room Residency
Program. An experience he describes quite

environment isn’t for everybody, but, access to

bring them to people’s tables. Our cocktails

good food should be.” Mallard Cottage offers

need to carry the same philosophy as our food.

mid-range pricing for first-rate food. “We have

We just name it by the base flavour, and let that

a cake table, for example. It’s all-you-can-eat

stand out. We juice beet, for example, and work

cake and coffee for eight bucks. We’re breaking

backwards to find a spirit that best brings out

down the barriers that good food and wine

the base flavour of beet.”

needs to be something you get into a suit and
tie to enjoy.” Walking into the place certainly

You need to experience this place for yourself

feels like walking into an old friend’s living

to really appreciate what a gift it is to food

room. The dining experience is so cozy it’s

culture in St. John’s. And rumour has it, it’s the

a wonder they can get people to leave their

place to be Sunday afternoons. Live music is no

tables after a meal.

rarity, and they’re serving the finest cocktails,
wines, and local brews in town.

To give a glimpse into their menu, Lee’s
favourite dish they’ve served is the cassoulet.
“It’s basically a big hearty bowl of white bean
stew with duck confit and bacon and sausage.

Mallard Cottage
8 Barrows Road, Quidi Vidi
mallardcottage.ca

earnestly as “really incredible.”
“Having the opportunity to work in a large
studio made a huge impact on the work I made.
There was a sense of freedom that came along
with it, as if there were no limits on what I could
make. Aside from the studio space, the public
gallery solo exhibition is such a privilege for a
young artist.” Curator Mirielle Eagan selected
which of Gough’s pieces would be on display in
the exhibit, and Mike cites her as “an incredible
support during the residency. [She] really
understood the work I was making.”

I use to live. It was like a map, a memory
map perhaps? Eventually I stopped. I couldn’t
remember the building three spaces to the
left. I couldn’t remember what colour it was.
What kind of fence surrounded the park
down the street? I began to identify these
moments as areas of white. These gaps, the
white spaces, are like a rolling fog that gently
covers our experiences until we are left with
fragments of memories.”
“I’ve always had a fear of losing my memory,”
he says, after sharing a personal story
of watching a grandmother succumb to
Alzheimer’s. “Forty years from now, if I were
to see one of these works, would I remember
what it was about? Would I feel the same?
Would I recognize I painted it? To battle this
fear I relied on the titles to help me. My titles
act as a conversation between myself and
another self. They are guides and they are
clues.” Such titles include “You Will Return
and Know the Place for the First Time,”
“Trust in This to Guide You Home” and
“Remember, You’re in Good Hands.”

Retrace is largely about the fragility of

Check out our full interview with

memory. Given that concept, what’s equally

Mike Gough at theovercast.ca/thearts.

present in these works is absence – what isn’t

His exhibit will be at The Rooms

there. “The very first piece in the show started

until April 20th. Don’t miss it.
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FROM THE EASTERN EDGE

WITH

MARY MACDONALD

Artist-run life
A group of artists

Each year a new table gathers and discusses

are sitting around

what should be shown, what we need, and

a kitchen table.
A bottle of wine

what we could do. You don’t have to be an
expert, just a fan of artist-run life
and its possibilities.

cracked. They
start talking.
They imagine a
place of their own, a place to show the

In 2014, Eastern Edge will present a magical
mechanical projection machine, an immersive
paper installation, a month of performance
art, the 15th Art Marathon Festival (carnival

kind of work that they want to make,

edition watch out!), a community parade, video

without rules, without the need to satisfy

art, an alternative art school, and a month-

trends, collectors, museums. A place
where they get to call the shots, a place
about now, right now, all the time now.

long birthday bash, not to mention more local
exhibitions in our newly renovated Rogue
Gallery (apply!), Words in Edgewise, artist
talks, and a host of pop up events (ping pong
anyone?). We have artists coming from St.

It would show performance art, video art,

John’s, Reykjavík, New York, Los Angeles,

social art, art by women, good art, bad art,

Montreal, and Toronto.

now art. It would encourage people to live art,
read poetry, sing music, and dance all night

St. Michael’s have also kicked off their

long. And in the morning after everyone had

celebrations with an amazing portfolio of

said everything that had to be said, they would

commemorative prints by John Hartman,

get up and do it all over again.

Christine Koch, Tom Hammick, Veselina
Tomova, and Scott Goudie. Their programming

Fast forward thirty-plus years and artist-

will include workshops, artist talks from their

run centres are still forging into new nows.

membership, and many artists in residence

Surviving because of the ingenuity of those

from all over the world. We can’t wait to

around the table, artist-run centres continue

meet them.

to tell new stories and make room for the
making. It would be much easier to sell the

Being on the edge has its perks. We’re always

pretty stuff, the easily digestible, but who then

on the verge, we might be saved, we might fall

would make space for the alternative, the

over, but isn’t that exciting? Now more than

speculative, the fragile, the fun, or the social?

ever, we need more conduits (here’s looking at
you, Overcast), more leaders, more meaningful

This year in Newfoundland and Labrador we

conversations and let’s face it, we can always

have two artist-run centres celebrating big

use more dancing. Here’s to 2014!

birthdays. Eastern Edge Gallery (thirty!) and
St. Michael’s Printshop (forty!). As

Mary MacDonald is an artist, curator,
and rabble-rouser currently based in

Director at Eastern Edge, I like
to think about these spaces as
open-source galleries where
anyone can participate, inherit
the code, and make changes.

Being on
the edge has
its perks.

St. John’s. As Director of Eastern
Edge Gallery, Mary facilitates the
presentation of exhibitions, events,
and community programming.
(easternedge.ca)
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LAUREN POWER
(Sparkes) and I have been making shorts
together for five years, and we’ve always talked
about the first feature, and now, here we are.”
The trailer is for her film Crawlspace, a dramafantasy set in Newfoundland, directed by
Christian Sparkes and written by Joel Thomas
Hynes. The film, which received support from
Telefilm Canada, tells the story of Jude Traynor, a
13-year old boy who tries to navigate a delinquent
life in a rough and rugged seaside town.

Filmmaker Allison
White heading to
Berlin Film Festival

The additional shots she’s getting are going to
be inserted into a film that’s not out until later
this year, but there’s a little more pressure than
usual to get it done today, and a little more
excitement. Allison has a busy few weeks
coming up.

Budapest Hotel is scheduled to open the festival.

White is also wrapping up work on two shorts,

“There are seven producers from Newfoundland

both of which she is hoping to release this year.

going, thanks to the Newfoundland and

Little Things was shot in 2011, with Sparkes

Labrador Film Development Corporation

as writer/director, White as producer, and stars

(NLFDC),” says White.

Mary Walsh and Des Walsh. The team is getting
ready for a spring release. “We’ve had it sitting

To promote the province in national and

for a while because we needed an animator to

international film and video markets, the NLFDC

finish it, but we’re finally getting that done with

has put together the mission which brings the

the help of a program from the NFB.”

Blue is the
Warmest Colour

FEB
6

DIRECTED BY ABDELLATIF KECHICHE

producers from this province together with key
players at the festival. “The calibre of talent that

For her third project — the short, Cancergirl —

will be there is unbelievable; it’s awesome and

White is changing things up. “For this one, we’re

I’m so grateful to be invited … but it’s like …

switching roles — he’s producing, I’m writing/

senior producers here in the film community.

directing.” Cancergirl tells the story of 17-year-

I’m just an emerging producer.”

old Ollie who, in the
wake of a cancer

“I’m lucky to be heading to Berlin to attend the
European Film Market, which is part of the

Though she’s still “emerging,” White has racked

diagnosis, gets a

Berlin Film Festival,” says White. “The market

up awards, successfully crowd-funded her

new lease on life,

is one of the biggest film markets in the world,

first short, and made sure she’s not going to

but takes it too far.

and will give us exposure to international co-

Berlin empty-handed. “I’ll be heading down

“Super excited about

production and distribution opportunities.”

with a trailer — the first time we’re showing

all these projects.

The 64th Annual Berlin International Film

anything from the film — so I can’t wait to see

We have a busy

Festival is scheduled to be held from February

how people respond,” says White. “Christian

winter coming up!”

WHERE’S THAT GRANT MONEY GOING?

Callahan St. John on new work that will be

me in hopes that I will follow her footsteps in

featured at the Craft Council of Newfoundland

the craft world. She has devoted over forty years

and Labrador this month. Their pottery work

to ceramics, and was one of three founders

explores imagery of Newfoundland birds and

of the Christmas Craft Fair.” Isabella has also

wildflowers using porcelain, stoneware, and

twice been chair of the Crafts Council. “She also

indigenous Newfoundland earthenware. As

started the Clay Studio in the Craft Council, for

the project title alludes to, this collaboration

which she still provides workshops.” As perfect

Twice a year, the NLAC graciously grants local

has allowed the passing of pottery skills from

a person to apprentice as any. “These are

artists financial support so they can complete

one generation to the next in the same family.

certainly big shoes to fill,” Erin says, “but I am

a new project. This regular feature will catch

“Isabella is my aunt,” Callahan St. John says,

looking forward to it.” Their exhibition opens on

up with one lucky recipient a month. The grant

“and we’ve been working together since 2001.

February 1st, from 2-4 pm at the Craft Council

money for “Two Generations” allowed potter

Grants have allowed me to formally apprentice

Gallery. See our full interview with Erin

Isabella St. John to work with niece Erin

Isabella. [She] plans to pass on these skills to

at theovercast.ca/thearts.

Two Generations:
Isabella St. John & Erin
Callahan St. John

February 2014

6 to 16, 2014. Wes Anderson’s film The Grand

Allison White has been busy
all day, shooting pickup.

MUN
Cinema
Series

Concussion

FEB
13

DIRECTED BY STACIE PASSON

The Armstrong Lie

FEB
20

DIRECTED BY ALEX GIBNEY

The Invisible
Woman

FEB
27

DIRECTED BY RALPH FIENNES

Thursdays @ 7:00 pm
Cineplex Theatres, Avalon Mall
WWW.MUN.CA/CINEMA
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P H O TO B Y D AV I D H O W E L L S

THE MOTHERLOAD

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

Not So Good
Housekeeping
My mother once found a shriveled-up

But somehow, the housework still largely falls

you were a baby? Yeah, that was practice

carcass, about the size of a golf ball,

to the penisless. You know it’s true. A New York

for your feather duster.

in my fridge. After a few befuddled
moments, we realized: It was a turnip.

We can only stuff so much stuff into
our print issues. Visit our website
for more content, including these
interactive features:

Times article, “The Case for Filth,” said so too,
“In America, as well as in several other countries

But hey, we modern families can work it out.

in the developed world, men’s time investment

Guys: do what you do best. Fix the toaster,

in housework has not significantly altered in

saddle the horses, choke the chicken, whatever.

I’m not the greatest housekeeper in the world.

nearly thirty years.” Some dudes just don’t

We really appreciate it. And we’ll do what we’re

Or even in these pants. Thing is, I don’t give a

care if the house is clean or dirty. Some think

good at: fill the toybox, pack the lunchbox,

rat’s ass about it. (Oh look, a rat!) I don’t want to

dishwater is absorbed directly through the skin,

groom the love box, and practice our kegels

be good at housework. It’s not that I don’t enjoy

poisoning their manly virility. Others sigh heavily

to reverse the damage done to the ol’ bat cave

a clean, tidy home. I do. I just don’t want to be

at the sight of unwashed dishes in the sink. Oh

when the bambinos came barrelling out (which

the one to make it that way. Not when there are

my apologies, my manly prince, shall I scrub the

no amount of snow shovelled or grass cut can

so many other delightful things to do with my

pots squeaky clean while polishing your knob?

ever trump, by the way).

NL Exposed
YOUR PHOTOS, YOUR PROVINCE

time like getting boinked in the bunghole. (No,
I don’t love anal; I hate cleaning THAT MUCH.)

Maybe it’s only fair that men expect us to clean
the house. After all, haven’t we traditionally

And together, we’ll fight

So I got myself a housekeeper. Now before

expected them to pump the gas, mow the lawn,

you peg me for the Duchess of Douchenozzle,

shovel the snow, take out the trash, whack the

she only comes biweekly for a couple of hours.

weeds, and slay the spiders? Guilty as charged

housekeeping. By just not

“Must be nice,” a friend of mine huffed. “Yes, it’s

right here.

effing doing it.

the necessary evils of

Back & Forth
COMMUNITY Q&A FORUM

quite splendid actually,” I replied in an English
accent, because that’s how snobs sound,

And I know it’s not just the dudes. Our mothers

obviously. “But not as nice as that bucket of

think housework is our job too, still subscribing

Oh it will get done ... by a hired professional.

chicken you’re holding in your hands with those

to that old-school division of labour when

It’ll save our time, our sanity, maybe even our

new acrylic nails” which cost more than two

women cared for the home, and men built

marriage. If you think you can’t afford it, stop

visits from lovely, lemon-fresh Angela.

muscles from actually working instead of gazing

dropping coin on spray tans and decals for your

adoringly at their form in the mirror at the gym

ginormous pick-up truck. And psssssst: have a

three days a week.

look under the cushions of your couch for loose

Sorry, June Cleaver, there’ll be no housework
for this beaver. The percentage of breadwinning

Ask Jack & Jill
LOVE & RELATIONSHIP ADVICE

change, dirtbag. We’ll have to maintain things

women has quadrupled in the last forty years.

And, frankly, we gals think the chores are on

between visits, of course. Like the laundry,

In 1976, women made up 8% of breadwinners

us too. Or at least we did until we woke up

unless you plan on growing spuds in your

among Canadian couples. In 2010, that number

and smelled the bullshit. Ever catch yourself

skivvies. But pay a pro to take care of the big

was over 31%. We bitches be making more

apologizing for the state of the house?

stuff: the floors, the bathroom, the beds.

paper, yo, and our fellas be making more PB&J

Unless you’re conducting some bizarre fungal

(Scouring the fridge for fossilized rutabaga is

sandwiches. There is finally some balance

experiment in your kitchen, there’s nothing to be

prolly gonna cost extra.)

between the sexes in the working and parenting

sorry about. That guilt you feel when your baby

departments. When it comes to bringing home

grabs hold of a dust bunny during tummy time

Vicki Murphy is a mom, writer and squawkbox

the bacon, frying said bacon, and stogging it into

... We can thank our mothers for that, and their

in Torbay. Gasp at her zany misadventures in

our youngsters’ gobs, it’s a fifty-fifty gig. High

mothers before them. It was a part of being a

motherhood on her blog, motherblogger.ca, or

fives all around.

woman. Remember that rattle you had when

read about them in her book, MotherFumbler.

St. John’s
Dining Directory
LISTINGS, REVIEWS & MENUS
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR

WITH

EMILY DEMING

bother?” is not an admission of defeat at this

marshmallow “fluff”) was a jar of my friend

time of year. “Why bother?” is a damn good

Tina’s mom’s moose. Tina’s mom knows how

question. And, in St John’s, in the winter,

to bottle ... everything, but, particularly, moose.

the correct answer is “no reason at all.” Our

The first time I was gifted this delicacy, I did

local grocery chains have long embraced this

something silly. I cooked with it. I made one

philosophy. Some months, I don’t even break

very spicy red moose curry, and one more

dark winter

the liquor store/grocery store barrier. Why

traditional (so I imagined) moose and potato

bears on, and we

would I? There is more flavour and nutrition

fry-up. Both were delicious, both also excelled

in one winter ale than in an entire aisle of the

in their reincarnated forms as meat pies a few

produce section from December to May. All we

nights later. Both, I have learned, were wrong.

of everything,

need is warm bread from The Georgestown

Tina explained that the only traditional way to

and our store of

Bakery, white and black puddings from

eat bottled moose was late at night, drunk, on

Halliday’s, and a few lemons and eggs from

your kitchen floor, straight out of the bottle.

any Needs. It is truly the time of year to rifle

Forks and friends optional, but nice.

Low Down
Dirty Bottles
As the long

are sick to death

joy is exhausted by January, we tend
to sink lower and lower.
The depths of winter are best spent low

21

through the entrails of your pantry. The mice
have been rifling for months; don’t let

Since that lesson, I have, a few times, found

them eat alone.

perfect contentment (such a rare beast) with

down, all the way down, on the floor. Call it

nothing more than a bottle of Old Sam, a bottle

“picnicking” if you’re a determinedly perky

My pantry innards have contained some

of moose, and a bleary view of my lovely, ever

individual, call it “hungover” if you live

wondrous things over the years. The most

welcoming marmoleum flooring. Cheers to

downtown, just don’t bother setting out

blessed of all the jars I have forgotten about

Tina’s mom. Please send more moose.

the china. Don’t bother with anything. “Why

then found again (behind a jar of deflated

May is a very long way away.

eat
this

Meat pies fit nicely in the
breast pocket of a wool coat
and are easy to make.
Blend and chill dough.
1 C flour, 1/2 C butter and
1/3 C cream cheese.
When chilled, roll out thinly and
cut in 3-inch diameter circles.
Add a dollop of meat mixture made
from any variety of leftover meat
(ground to roughly chunked).
Add sauce (example: tomato, gravy,
jalapeno salsa, curry).
Add steam holes with fork or knife.
Bake at 425 for 10-15 minutes
until golden brown.
One in each pocket will keep you warm
on your walk down to The Ship.

RED TEETH: RED WINE 101

Malbec is the
New Merlot
Host a party these days, and you’ll

the gamut of dark berries, from black

please your palette. Should you proclaim

but they just didn’t taste as good, and people

cherries and raspberries if grown in

yourself a true lover of malbec, you ought

wrote off the Cahors region for producing junk

cooler climates, to plum and blackberries

to know of and seek out the legendary

wine. But locals didn’t give up. They started

when grown in warmer climates.

“black wines of Cahors.” Cahors is a wine

from scratch with native vines and rebuilt the

region in Southwest France, and was the

reputation Cahors has today for malbecs. The

Most malbecs today come from

find yourself cleaning up a surprising

Argentina, which is home to 70%

number of bottles of malbec the
next morning.
This is a peculiar local preference, given that
most European vitners view malbec as a
poor man’s wine, but let’s talk a little about
what malbec is good for, since everyone is
drinking it. Malbec is good for pairing with
grilled steaks, or barbecued ribs. It’ll work
well with sausages, moose included, and has a
surprising affinity for mashed potatoes. Malbec
is characterized by its deep red colours, and
a smoky brand of spicy that’s less bold and
sophisticated than a shiraz. It’s flavours run

place that put malbec on the map as

region now has AOC status, and the black wines

more than just a weird, spicy grape

of Cahors maintain a recipe of at least 70%

of the world’s malbec grape

used in small amounts in a blend,

malbec, blended with merlot and/or tannat.

production. Argentina is basically

for a little kick of spice. In fact, all

synonymous with malbec now,

the malbec vines in Argentina are

So there you go, if you like malbec, browse

which is probably why many

said to have come from this wine

Argentina until you fine The One for You. If you

wine elitists don’t take the grape

region in France. French botanists

want some higher-end malbec for that Oh So

seriously. Argentina isn’t known

started transplanting the stuff as far

Special Moment, track down something from

for fabulous wine. But given the

back as the 1850s. It was around

France’s Cahors region. These have more

amount of malbec wine being

this time that a devastating blow

leather, acidity, and general texture. If you’re a

made in Argentina, someone

from Phylloxera killed much of the

malbec connoisseur and want to branch

down there is bound to be

region’s malbec vineyards. As fast as

out a little from the obvious sources, look

doing it right, so if you do like

winemakers could replant the stuff,

into Hawkes Bay, New

malbecs, sample heavily from the

Phylloxera was wiping it out again.

Zealand. This region has been

Argentinean section of your local

The solution was to plant hardier

experimenting with malbec

liquor store until you find a wine to

American varieties of this grape,

to a notable effect.
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LOVE AND MISS UNDERSTANDING

Porn is Not
the Problem

WITH

PEGGY TREMBLETT

during our incredibly boring French class.
S’il te plait, où est le téléphone?
This was my first intoxicating glimpse into

In seventh grade, a friend and I
conquered the attic of her parents’
house and turned it into a fortress.

the world of pornography. My experience
with pornography started out with a healthy
curiosity and veered into something completely
normal as I hit my late teens. In my very early

We spent hours trying on old clothes,

twenties everything changed. I had a partner

listening to Metallica, and poring

who loved porn and I slowly grew to hate it. I

through the stacks of magazines
that lived in a dusty old corner.

I longed to be every girl in every photo they looked at.
I thought I had to be thinner and prettier.

became jealous of it. I longed to be every girl
in every photo they looked at. I thought I had to
be thinner and prettier. I thought I had to moan
louder, act wilder, come harder. I thought I had to

relationships. It was my own insecurities. So, I

issues with their

snapped out of it. I made a conscious decision

partners watching

to take responsibility for my issues instead

porn. The majority

of blaming them on someone and something

of the people that

else. I started watching pornography for myself

I spoke to were

again. I realized that I wasn’t expecting my

turning porn into the

sexual partners to perform or to look like the

same monster that

actors in the movies I was watching and I was
pretty sure that my ex porn-loving partners

I did. But, porn isn’t a

We used to rip the pages out of the Country

be those women to be appreciated and loved.

Living magazines and paste our perfect lives

At that point in my life, I swore I would never

into collages (a ranch with horses, herbs in

date another person who looked at porn

little flowerpots on the windowsill, attractive

ever again. Then, one day, years later, I found

men with toothpasty teeth). One day, we

myself having the same issues with another

stumbled upon a stack of “dirty magazines.”

partner who watched porn while I sat around

We would cut the men from the pages and

and hated myself. I suddenly realized porn was

In my seven years working in the sexual health

line and I’ll suggest some awesome adult

bring them to school to gaze lovingly at them

not responsible for the deterioration of my

industry, I have run into many people who have

films that might suit your needs.

weren’t wishing that I was anyone but me
either. Once I let go of all those little hurts,
I realized that I could watch porn alone or
share it with partners and have it be a positive
addition to my sex life.

bad thing unless, of course, it interferes with
your everyday life. If watching porn is making
you miss work, is destroying your relationship
or making you forget to feed your cat, then yes,
you have a problem. But porn itself isn’t your
enemy. It’s a tool. Not convinced? Drop us a

Event Listings

FEBRUARY 2014
post your events!
Email us your event listings
or submit events yourself
on our website. (Make sure
you’ve got them to us by the
20th of every month!)
listings@theovercast.ca
theovercast.ca/submit-event

SAT 01
ART
Craft Council Gallery “Two Generations”
exhibition opening. The pottery of Isabella St
John & Erin Callahan. 2-4.
James Baird Gallery Opening reception
of paintings by Amber LeDrew-Bonvarlez and
photography by Chris LeDrew. 2-6.
DANCE
LSPU Hall Synthesis Speakeasy. Bellydancing
and duets inspired by the ‘20s. $13. 7pm.
The Rockhouse Salsa party, free dance
lessons. 9pm.
MUSIC
The Levee 9 O’clock Rocks with Sean Panting,
Man the Animal, and Dodgeband. 9pm.
The Ship Steve Poltz. 10pm.
Trapper John’s The Steve Edwards Band. 11pm.

SUN 02
DANCE
LSPU Hall A student demonstration
by Steffen Dance. $12. 3pm.
MUSIC
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church Hot Earth
Ensemble Presents Bach. $7-20. 3-5pm.

MON 03
MUSIC
The Ship Open mic night. No cover. 8-11.

TUES 04
LITERARY
LSPU Hall E. J. Pratt’s Birthday Bash.
Readings of Pratt’s poetry by Mary Dalton, Tom
Dawe, Mark Callanan, and Don McKay. Pratt
lectures will be on display. 7.00-8:30 p.m.

WED 05
FILM
LSPU Hall NEIA & SJIWFF present
So Right, So Smart. $5-7. 8 pm.
MUSIC
The Ship Folk night. $5 cover. Main act 9:00
pm, open mic from 10:00 to 11:00.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre An evening of Anton
Chekhov! Two one-act plays. Afterplay, written
by Brian Friel, and A Reluctant, Tragic Hero, by
Chekov himself. $20-25. 7pm.
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THURS 06
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall MUN Cinema Series,
Blue is the Warmest Colour. $9-10. 7pm.
MUSIC
CBTG’s Road to CMW! The Dark and Dirtys,
Two Guitars Clash, Waterfront Fire, Jay Miln,
The Blue Drop, Kind of a Big Deal. 10:30pm.
The Levee Battle of the Bands! Allie Duff & the
Happy Campers, The Bloomsbury Group, the
Elizabeatans, and Love under Fire.
LSPU Hall Legacy: A concert for the pottery of
Isabella St. John’s and Erin Callahan. Eric West,
Pamela Morgan, Sherry Ryan, Hope Jamieson,
Simone Savard-Walsh and Wyatt Hirschfeld
Shibley. $12. 8 pm.
The Ship Hierrito Onelvis Fernandez. 9pm.
The Sundance Electric Kitten with DJJO, Sina,
and Van Green.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre An evening of Anton
Chekhov! Two one-act plays. Afterplay, written
by Brian Friel, and A Reluctant, Tragic Hero, by
Chekov himself. $20-25. 7pm.

FRI 07
MUSIC
Annexe Boiler House hosted by DJs
MindKraft and M-Town.
LSPU Hall The Fortunate Ones (Andrew
James O’Brien & Catherine Allen). $20. 8pm.
The Ship Day Fort, East of Empire, Kelly
McMichael & Gloss. 10pm.
Velvet Lounge The Shining Wizards. 10pm.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre An evening of Anton
Chekhov! Two one-act plays. Afterplay, written
by Brian Friel, and A Reluctant, Tragic Hero,
by Chekov himself. $20-25. 7pm.

SAT 08
COMMUNITY EVENTS
St. John’s Winter Market Royal Canadian
Legion, 57 Blackmarsh Rd. 9am-1pm.
MUSIC
Annexe AnneXe-versary with Dj MindKraft.
LSPU Hall The Fortunate Ones (Andrew
James O’Brien & Catherine Allen). $20. 8pm.

The Ship The Overcast’s Issue 1
Party, featuring a mix of local acts
we’ve covered to date, online and in
print. Details TBA on our website.
The Rockhouse A tribute to John Lennon
featuring Mick Davis & His Skinny Jims. 10pm.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre An evening of Anton
Chekhov! Two one-act plays. Afterplay, written
by Brian Friel, and A Reluctant, Tragic Hero, by
Chekov himself. $20-25. 7pm.

SUN 09
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Velvet Lounge Laughter is the Best Medicine:
stand up for a cause, hosted by Ray Aylward, with
Adam Benson, Jennifer Somerton, Chris Pearce,

Josh Taylor, Sarah Walsh and more. 8pm.
LSPU Hall St. John’s Recreation Division’s 6th
annual So You Think You’ve Got Talent? For
youth aged 10-14. FREE! 2-5pm.
LITERARY
Afterwords Bookstore Second Sunday Poetry
Reading, “A Quiver of Desire and Peril.” Come
and read your own, or the poetry of others, on
the subject of love. 3-5.
THEATRE
Arts & Culture Centre An evening of Anton
Chekhov! Two one-act plays. Afterplay, written
by Brian Friel, and A Reluctant, Tragic Hero, by
Chekov himself. Pay what you can. 2 pm.

MON 10
MUSIC
The Ship Open mic night. No cover. 8-11.
LSPU Hall The Fortunate Ones (Andrew James
O’Brien & Catherine Allen). $20. 8pm.
Arts and Culture Centre The Jimmy Carton
Band. $34-36. 7:30pm.

WED 12
MUSIC
The Ship Folk night. Door prizes. Main act
9pm, open mic from 10:00 to 11:00.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre Rock Solid
Productions presents Here by Michael Frayn,
directed by Ruth Lawrence. $20-25. 8pm.

THURS 13 13
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Club One Trixx NL Tour, also ft. Matt Wright
and Luke Lawrence. $15-20. 8pm.
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall MUN Cinema Series
presents Concussion (USA 2013). $9-10. 7pm.
MUSIC
CBTG’s Road to CMW! Dodgeband, Blackened
Lungs, Lady Brett Ashley, Steven Johnston,
Avalon Stanley. 10:30pm.
The Levee Battle of the Bands! Monsterbator,
Jfrost & the Trail Mix, Bannerman, and
Undesirables. 10pm.
The Ship Denis Parker & John Clarke.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre Rock Solid
Productions presents HERE by Michael Frayn,
directed by Ruth Lawrence. $20-25. 8pm.

FRI 14
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Newman Wine Vaults Shakespeare by the
Sea Festival’s The Finer Things. Six fine wine
and cheese tastings, led by Tom Beckett. The
tastings are interspersed with songs, scenes,
and speeches from Shakespeare. $50. 8pm.
FILM
LSPU Hall “The perfect valentine’s movie,”
Gabrielle, presented by SJIWFF. $10-12. 8pm.
MUSIC
Annexe Valentine’s party hosted
by DJ MindKraft
Arts and Culture Centre Newfoundland
Symphony Orchestra’s Masterworks 3.
$30-45. 8pm.
The Rockhouse Anti-Valentine’s Day Massacre
& Davey Brat B-day Bash. Brat Attack, Dead

Departed, The Undesirables. $6. 10pm.
The Ship Sherry Ryan & Her Country and
The Domestics. 10pm.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre Rock Solid
Productions presents HERE by Michael Frayn,
directed by Ruth Lawrence. $20-25. 8pm.

SAT 15
MUSIC
Annexe DJ MindKraft.
The Fat Cat Waterfront Fire, Lovemotor,
and Ward Pike. 10pm.
The Levee Matthew Hare EP Release.
LSPU Hall A Swingin’ Time by Bob Macdonald
and his stellar swinging cast. $17. 8pm.
The Rockhouse Prototype 5: original
electronic music by eight local artists. 10pm.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre Rock Solid
Productions presents HERE by Michael
Frayn, directed by Ruth Lawrence. Pay what
you can. 2pm.

MON 17
MUSIC
The Ship Open mic night. No cover. 8-11.

TUE 18
COMMUNITY EVENTS
Uptown (Kenmount Road) The Top 10
Ways to Beat Anxiety, with Jeremy Bennett.
$59. 7-9pm.

WED 19
COMMUNITY EVENTS
LSPU Hall Stand-up comedy with Luke
Lawrence, Matt Wright, and Greg King. $5. 7pm.
MUSIC
The Ship Folk Night. Door prizes. Main act
9pm, open mic from 10:00 to 11:00.

THURS 20 20
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall MUN Cinema
Series presents The Armstrong Lie
(USA 2013). $9-10. 7pm.
MUSIC
CBTG’s Road to CMW! The Combine, Beer
Patrice, Before You Know It, Jay Murphy,
Arsons and Daughters. 10:30pm.
The Levee Battle of the Bands! Waterfront
Fire, Elk & the Elderly, Faster than Felix,
and two Guitars Clash. 10:30pm.
LSPU Hall Best Kind Productions Caberet
Series, Love Who You Are, songs of love
in all its forms. $17. 8-10:30pm.
The Ship Night Music #129. Anchor band is
Alex Pierson and Friends. $5. 9:30pm.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre The Sound of
Music presented by O’Donnell High School.
$24-$27. 7:30pm.

FRI 21
MUSIC
The Annexe Boiler House hosted
by DJs MindKraft & M-Town.
Club One Gloryhound with

23

Love Under Fire. 10pm
The Ship Sonny Tripp, New Arrivals, TBA. 11pm.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre The Sound of
Music presented by O’Donnell High School.
$24-$27. 7:30pm.

SAT 22
MUSIC
The Ship Say It Ain’t Weezer &
Ted Dancin. 10pm.
The Rockhouse Silverstein with Deadgaard,
Bannerman, and Nuke’em. 10pm.
THEATRE
Arts and Culture Centre The Sound of
Music presented by O’Donnell High School.
$24-$27. 7:30pm.

SUN 23
MUSIC
Arts and Culture Centre Newfoundland
Symphony Orchestra’s All Together Now.
$17-$20. 8pm.

MON 24
MUSIC
The Ship Open mic night. No cover. 8-11.

WED 26
MUSIC
The Ship Folk night. Door prizes. Main
act 9pm, open mic from 10:00 to 11:00.

THURS 27
MUSIC
CBTG’s Road to CMW! Vegas Lounge
Lizard, Tapes, Crash Jones Band, Selina,
J Braz. 10:30pm.
FILM
Cineplex Avalon Mall MUN Cinema
Series presents The Invisible Woman
(UK 2013). $9-10. 7pm.
THEATRE
LSPU Hall Stars in the Sky Morning
by Rhonda Payne. $9.50-22. 8pm.

FRI 28
MUSIC
The Levee Deadgaard, Devastator,
The Combine, and Appian. 10pm.
The Ship Mark Bragg & the Butchers. 10pm
THEATRE
LSPU Hall Stars in the Sky Morning
by Rhonda Payne. $9.50-22. 8pm.

ONGOING
ART EXHIBITS
Craft Council Gallery “Two Generations”
exhibition. The pottery of Isabella St John
& Erin Callahan.
James Baird Gallery Paintings by
Amber LeDrew-Bonvarlez and Photography
by Chris LeDrew.
The Rooms “Retrace” by Mike Gough;
“Truisms” by Jenny Holzer; “Dispose” by
Zeke Moores
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CITY MATTERS

WITH

SHEILAGH O’LEARY

Dissing the
Downtown Biz

the lack of both a questioning presence and

And while we wait, the status quo continues,

opposite. Adding to this, winter has barely

a female perspective is almost deafening

with a council that undersells public property,

begun and the budget is already blown. Wow.

down in the bunker.

gives preferential treatment to developers
without an ethical tender process, disregards

Downtown St. John’s (DDC) has a mandate to

With a newly minted hierarchical pyramid of

heritage codes, helps install formidable fences

make downtown a more attractive place to live,

2014 is here and

bureaucracy gaining momentum with city

that lock out the public from some unknown

shop, work, and visit, and they have expressed

many of us are

manager Bob Smart at the helm, all roads lead

fantasy world crisis. Oh, and then there’s the

concern that inadequate snow clearing created

to a top-heavy upper management, stylized

phallic propane tank that is yet another twisted

impassable conditions for the hungry downtown

greatly after the provincial government, from

beautification effort on our harbourfront.

shops that literally bank on walkability and

rearing to go,
turning a new

which he descended. No doubt, improvements

leaf, ready to

are paramount in all business and government

Then, the snow came. We accumulated record

only imagine the plight of those with a physical

realms, however, the redesign of departments

breaking amounts for December without any

disability. Parking meters were bagged for eight

embrace positive

parking, especially at Christmas time. One can

resulted in the loss of some highly qualified

major action on snow removal or implementing

days before any snowclearing ensued, virtually

change. With our new city council

employees, leaving a sour taste in the mouths

a desperately needed, earlier parking ban. The

telling downtown consumers that shops were

elected in the fall of 2013, we townies

of many city staffers. The council members

powers that be stand defensively for snow

not open for business. And that does not even

say less these days, while management takes

clearing crews, but the point is missed that it

address the plight of the downtown livyers.

more control over communication strategies.

is the direction of council and the management

Our overdue municipal plan review was a

that are to be taken to task, not the worker

My 2014 resolution is to make city council

are ready to see the results of our
democratic process in action. Inaction.

grand effort by city planners with much public

bees. Now, we discover the right hand and

accountable to the public’s input to the

Has anyone noticed an eerie quietude in the

engagement, yet is still on the missing list

the left at odds, with a deputy city manager

municipal plan, where resounding cries for a

chambers? Openly admitting my own bias as

and so, one has to ask again, where is our

declaring the harbour fence an obstacle to

more walkable city are heard and break that

former councillor at large and near ms. mayor,

manifesto for a greater city?

snow disposal, while the mayor deems the

deafening silence.

Memorial University

While we work to encourage these activities

resource for our students, faculty, and staff

to make it easier for public engagement

Wants Your Brain:

we need to be careful that “public engagement”

as Memorial is for them. From Pharmacy

relationships to thrive. We’re sharing facilities

doesn’t become a vague catch phrase or a

students getting hands-on experience at

and resources and bringing the public into our

The Value of Working

token box-ticking exercise, or it will lose

the Aids Committee of Newfoundland’s

decision-making processes. From buying the

Together

meaning, and without substance, trends pass

Safe Works Access Program, to the work

former Battery Hotel as a future hub for public

(cover your ears, Justin Bieber!).

of citizen researchers who are helping the

engagement, to doing a better job of letting

Labrador Institute understand the effects of

people know what we’re up to (including a column

That’s part of the rationale for Memorial’s

climate change upon Inuit culture and health,

in this new local newspaper – congratulations

Public Engagement Framework. It’s one of

knowledge and benefits flow both ways. Mutual

and best wishes to The Overcast), we’re aiming to

Universities

Memorial’s guiding documents, and was

respect and mutual contributions are essential

make it easier to work with us.

have finally

created with input from over 1,000 people

parts of good public engagement relationships

realized that

inside and outside the university, but don’t

– without them, both sides lose out.

BY REBECCA COHOE

ivory towers

worry, I won’t go on about the ins and outs (if

As part of those efforts, we invite you to
Engage Memorial Week, taking place across

you’re interested in that, you can take a look

So, how are we making sure that public

the province from the Feb. 10-15. We’re hosting

at the website below). What’s important is

engagement at Memorial goes beyond lip-

plenty of free, public events (everything from

that the Framework makes clear that public

service? First of all, things are happening

public talks and workshops, to performances

engagement is one of Memorial’s main roles,

behind the scenes, within the wild and wooly

and gallery receptions) that will showcase and

right up there with doing research and teaching

world of our institutional bureaucracy. Faculties

celebrate the projects we’re working on with

there must be better building materials

students. It isn’t a flash in the pan, and, more

and units are including public engagement in

our public partners. To take a look at

out there!) As a result, many

than that, it’s our responsibility.

their strategic plans and are working towards

the entire schedule visit www.mun.ca/

strengthening relationships with the public.

publicengagement. We’d love to see you there.

don’t make
good neighbours;
they’re cold,
isolated and hard to get into (plus,

universities, including Memorial, are
paying more attention to the ways we

We don’t see the public as a damsel in

interact, collaborate, and partner

distress, waiting for rescue. The people and

We’re also doing what we can to help build

Rebecca Cohoe works with Memorial

organizations we work with are as much a

bridges, both physical and metaphorical,

University’s Office of Public Engagement.

with the wider world.

Miscellany
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The townie
Crossword
ACROSS
1. This Jody is quite the Pathological Lover
2. This is both a mall and a peninsula

bad jokes

terrible
pick-up lines

What did the grape do
when it got stepped on?
It let out a little wine.

I hope you got your pants
on sale, because at my place,
they would be 100% percent off!

How did the redneck find
the sheep in the woods?
Quite satisfying!

Any chance you come with coffee
and cream, sugar?

Why does a urinating
pterodactyl make no sound?
Because its P is silent.

3. Home of the White Russian and
shameless dancing on George

What does one ocean say to
another in passing?
Nothing, they just wave.

4. Where all the failing, overburdened
generators are
5. Folk musician, not Katie suitcases,
but Katie this

An atom walks into a bar,
“Give me two shots of your
strongest spirit!” • “Are you sure?”
“I’m positive.”

DOWN
1. Dandy vegetarian spot
on Duckworth (2 words)

“911 Emergency. What is the
problem?” • “My father just toppled
over! I think he’s dead!” • “Okay,
first, let’s make sure he’s dead.”
-- Silence, a gunshot is fired -“Okay, now what?” • “WHAT!!!”

2. This Kathleen has a book, Annabel,
in the running for 2014’s Canada Reads
3. That castle atop the hill there (2 words)
4. Like the TV show guy, everybody
loves this restaurant

Steer ’s Insurance Congratulates The Overcast.

steersinsurance.com

Just
in time for
Valentines!

Is Paradise farther south, or just
wherever you are?
Are you religious, or just the answer
to all my prayers?
It’s a good thing that I have my library card
because I am totally checking you out.
Hey lady, I’m no drum but you’re welcome
to bang me all night long.
Is your name Google? ‘Cause you’ve
got everything I’m looking for.
Do you believe in love at first sight,
or should I walk by again?
Is your name Wi-fi? Because I’m
really feeling a connection.

SEND US YOUR BEST SO-BAD-THEY’RE-GOOD JOKES.
submissions@theovercast.ca

Celebrating the local arts & entertainment
scene and its budding artists.
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Across 1. richardson 2. avalon 3. lotties 4. holyrood 5. baggs Down 1. thesprout 2. winter 3. cabottower 4. raymonds

COMMUNITY FORUM
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What’s Wrong with the
Dating Scene in St. John’s?
RANDOMLY SELECTED RESPONSES

Check our website
for the question of
the month & share
your thoughts!

asking you to “hang out sometime.” Which could mean

“Tortured artists do not make good romantic partners.” –

anything from actually just hanging out (that’s what I do with

LESSON LEARNED

“Meet up at a bar is your only game? What about something

my friends), to a drunken hookup, to an actual date. Dates

fun, unique, personable, or just straight up memorable for its

are fun! They don’t have to be expensive and I am more than

“The most ridiculous first date I’ve ever had was when the

creativity?” – JENN

willing to come up with an idea that is both fun and cheap

guy tried to sell me his motorcycle during coffee. Several

(example, split a bag of candy and go for a walk through

times, at that.” - GMR

“Social groups are small and clicky, and often not open to

the battery). You don’t really “date” in St. John’s. You are

new people. It can be impossible to penetrate these groups

either sleeping with someone who is probably sleeping with

“Hi ladies: When your only gimmick to pick me up is the

to meet a possible date.” - BLEEDING HEART MURPHY

everyone else or you’re in a relationship.” – FED THE FRIG UP

promise of an easy lay, I have to wonder what a substanceless

“It’s such a hookup city. I spend my whole date with a guy

“With the ratio of single girls far outweighing that of single

you than the fact you’ll sleep with me. Be classier, for women

wondering if he is here to get to know me or to get laid. I’m

guys, it’s no wonder that the guys get away with being so

everywhere.” - SENSITIVE BEARDED MALE

looking for love, not a lover. I don’t need a guy to get off.” –

lazy and slutty.” -EVERYONE

ditz you are. I’d hope there’s more interesting things about

“All the men are momma’s boys. Cut the cord! We don’t

FIRST DATE BLUES
“Everyone cheats.” – SUCKER

want a town of Joel Hynes’s or anything, just, somewhere
in between. An independent man. Gimme a town of Nucky

“Nothing! I think that it’s easy to get negative about running
into exes, but you can also take that opportunity and turn it

“The married people aren’t so up front about how you’re their

into a positive one. Just turn your exes into friends! Life is

mistress or ‘other man’ now.” – FYI-LESS

Thompsons!” – MISSUS
“You’re all too busy fiddling with your phones

too short to hold onto bad vibes.” - CHEEKY CHUBS
“Bryan Power is a dreamboat and I want a ride. But like all
“Dearest men of St. John’s, I will start with a compliment.

dreamboats in St. John’s, he’s not in his twenties like me.

Many of you are handsome, many of you are smart, talented,

All the boys in their twenties in this town are clueless, horny

and absolutely hilarious, and therefore, many of you are

messes.” – I’D TIME TRAVEL

to look up and meet someone new.” – MF
“Everyone is a whiny bitch.” – MARY
“The first time you get intimate with a guy, he’s got no

exactly what I’m looking for, in a boyfriend. Woah! I said it,

Restaurant
Reviews
FROM THEOVERCAST.CA
COFFEE MATTERS
“Love the sandwiches here. Real turkey. Seasonal
offerings. The cran-apple chicken salsa sandwich is also
outstanding. Various housemade soups complement the
deadly sandwich selection. Unusually large selection of
muffins. Desserts excellent. Jam cookies. Jam cookies.
Did I mention jam cookies? Kitchen closes at 8pm at both
locations. Military road location no longer owned by antistudent guy.” – JAY
BISTRO SOPHIA
“This place is pretty perfect: amazing soups, sandwiches,
and pastries for lunch at a fair price. Amazing supper menu
that’s worth every penny. The lamb dishes are great. The
lunchtime tomato soup is legendary.” – BILL WHA
HAVA JAVA
“Probably the best handcrafted iced cappucino
in town.” - JAY
FABULOUS FOODS
“If you’re looking for a traditional Newfoundland chip shop,
this is it. Fish and chips, FDG, chicken and chips, classic
baked goods, this place has it all. My personal favourite:
the Hot Turkey Deluxe - fresh turkey between two slices of
bread with a side of fries, green peas, and the best dressing
in town, all smothered in gravy. My mouth’s watering
now just thinking about it. They also have a variety of
homemade pies, cookies, flakies and more, along with the
best cold plate fixings going. Serious, go try this place, you
really won’t be disappointed.” - ELIZ

BOYFRIEND. That’s right, I am not looking for a “one time

“Most bars are centered around music and dancing, and

problem nudging you down there by the head or shoulders,

only thing,” or “just casual stuff.” I’m going to fall in love

are too loud to have a conversation without yelling at each

but, I’ve been here three years, and not a local man has

with you regardless, try as I might to convince myself that

other. Most restaurants have seating designed for people

returned the oral favour. I thought you were a kind and

all this commitment-free hooking up is what I want, there

who arrive in groups and already know each other. Social

generous people?” – COME FROM AWAY

is a reason us romantics are usually called hopeless. You

establishments should create more areas to suit people who

St. John’s men must be the leading example worldwide

are looking to meet others to talk to. How about a little more

“When you subtract the hockey/DJ obsessed females and

for chronic fear of commitment. I wonder what those

variety and creativity? Like one larger table at a restaurant

the sideways hat wearing males, the sensible dating pool is

mainlanders are like?” – E

designed for people to just drop in, meet, eat, share and

down to 15%. Just get a golden retriever. More cuddles with

“Everybody deserves a chance to chat each other up, learn a

chat. It’s not private, interruptions are encouraged. Could

the same amount of hair left in the bed.” – DICKIEDUNN

few things, share a joke, etc. But please do not expect me to

“Get over yourselves, St John’s! Be nice and say

easily turn into your first date with someone, or at the very

hello to someone you don’t already know! Get

least some new friends.” – THE HOWDY TABLE?

those photos.” – PLENTY OF FISH MY ASS

pay. If you invite me, you pay. Period. First date & I’m already
“The most obvious thing I’ve noticed: people tend to

paying?” - HRM

complain that they never meet anyone new, but are also

out of your own way!” – BAYGIRL
“Colour me old fashioned but it would be a nice change of

online dating in this town. Men: Keep your shirts on in

“There are people in their thirties still living with their

pretty unwilling to socialize outside of their old, long-

“The dating scene in this city is played, yo’. If you wanna find

moms.” – NO, REALLY

established social circles, which seems kind of self-

love, look for it at the bottom of a bag of Hawkin’s cheesies

defeating. The other major observation: there are a LOT of

or a can of Vienna Sausages. D’as it.” – WALTER.

pace to actually get asked on a real date and not just have
guys assume because they got you a drink they are getting

“With one degree of separation between your mates/

people pissing in a very tiny dating pool.”

lucky.” – AMANDA HUGENKISS

workmates/family your reputation follows you everywhere.

- FAKE GYLLENHAL

“Problem is, once you filter out the orthodontically
challenged, the unemployed, and the pyjama pant wearers,

There’s no anonymity as exists in larger cities. The dating
“Everyone under thirty is raised on porn. I made the mistake

scene is about as risky as it gets. Make contact with two or

“Make me feel lucky to be sitting across from you. Don’t just

it just doesn’t leave much to bait your hook for. Perhaps

of dating a guy ten years younger, because all the men my age

three and the entire city thinks you’re a w#ore.” – DLPYYT

talk about you. Ask about me, make me feel interesting and

I’m just bitter. Afterall, my last date ended with the guy

happy to be here. I want to walk away from a date with a

telling me off for leading him on because apparently in the

are married off. The first time we got intimate, he hauls out,
plucks the condom off, and shoots all over me. You kinda need

“There are a lot of lost souls wandering around this city.

smile stuck on my face, dying to see you again. But I can’t

Rules of Gay Dating going for coffee is really just a prelude to

to ask permission for that. You poor little boys were raised on

They fall into lust quickly and furiously, and then disappear

do that if you just sit there and talk about your job or video

nakedness. I really just wanted a double-double.” – MARTIN J.

internet porn, which always ends in the money shot, i get it,

just as fast.” - WEDNESDAY

games.” – FOR GOD’S SAKES, MAN

“Too many dicks on the dancefloor. Ladies got too much

“Nicki Ryan is hot as ballz ... why is this girl still single?” – ANON

but life’s no movie.” – NOW I’M AFRAID THEY’LL ALL DO IT
“All these artsy guys lack substance because they don’t need
any substance to get laid by the starfu@kers in this town.
Where’s a downtown gal gonna go to meet a different breed
of man? There’s two neighbourhoods: Downtown and not
downtown. Where do Not Downtown people hangout on
Fridays? House parties I’ll never know about?” – DT CURSE
“Aside from the dating pool being very shallow (good luck
finding someone that hasn’t already slept with at least one

“People give up on online dating too quickly. Yes, it’s a
swamp full of peen pics, baggage, assholes, and social
squickiness [sic], but there’s someone in there who’s as good

choice.” – PLIGHT OF THE CONCORD
“Basically, everyone knows everyone, there is too much pre“Ain’t no jobs here. Ain’t got no money to take a lady out

judgement, laced with rumours, for most people to be given

on a proper date. Got two degrees, and I can’t book a nice

a solid chance.” – DAVE

as you are. Hang on.” – LOVEY HARTSON
“Men seem to have so many women to choose from that a lot
of men feel the need to date as many women as possible, to

restaurant.” – 2 DEGREES OF HUMILIATION
“All the women have clitorises you’re supposed to do

keep their options open. These men have turned dating into a

“What is wrong here is the same thing that’s wrong everywhere

something with to leave an impression. Love should not be

fun sport with no signs of ever settling down. So, considering

else. People are imperfect but in turn demand perfection from

as complicated as the human clitoris?” – GUY

the end-game of dating, this can be rather annoying.” – ANON

“Chris Shortall already has a boyfriend.” – NOT CHRIS’S BF

“With bro-codes and the potential to dip into someone’s

others. Life is not a fairy tale.” – C.H MONSTER

of your friends), the guys here don’t actually ask girls out

“I want Brendan Walsh naked in my bed but that’s never

on dates. More often than not, it’s a lazy Facebook message

gonna happen.” YEAH YEAH YEAH

sloppy seconds, your dating options seem to go from triple
“Stupid skeets and desperately horny people destroyed

digits to single digits, quickly.” – ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID

People
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FACE IN THE CROWD

Bill from The Ship

A great thing about where you work ...
I love going to work everyday - how many
people get to say that? I listen to music all
day, swap stories with a lot of great characters,
see a lot of great bands for free when the
sun goes down.
A wild memory from where you work ...
A guy once came in with prayer beads, sort
of wandering around, trying to rid the place
of spirits. When he left, we realized he wasn’t
wearing shoes - in February.

Send us your ‘Face in
the Crowd’ nominations!
submissions@theovercast.ca

The worst trait in a bar customer ...
Aside from senseless violence and
kleptomania? It can be vexing when folks don’t
know how a bar works. For example, if you’ve
finished your pint, don’t hide the glass under
the table where I can’t find it to wash. That
happens all the time.
The best trait in a bar customer ...
Politeness goes a long way with
bartenders and bar patrons.

Your defining
characteristic is ...
It’s a toss up between
my modesty and
my enchanted
genitalia.

If The Ship were
to spontaneously
combust, what
would you do next
to pay the bills ...
My bosses run a few great establishments
- hopefully there’d be room for me there.
If prohibition were to come around? Fred’s
Records - or Downtown Comics.

If you were to spontaneously combust,
what would you miss the most about
being alive ...
Nothing much, seeing as I’d be dead. Your
belief in some sort of afterlife amuses me ...
What do you think about when
walking or driving somewhere ...
You really don’t want me to get into that.
Let’s say the last thing I was reading instead.
If Newfoundland sank like a stone one
day, where would you go live next ...
New Orleans.
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If you woke up and the apocalypse
had begun, be it storms or a zombie
attack, what’s your plan ...
Grab my shovel, head to The Ship and wait
for things to blow over, or enlist in the armies
of the damned, head to The Ship and wait for
things to blow over.
If you could’ve been raised by two famous
people, who’d be your mom and dad ...
Tom Waits and Morticia Adams.
You just rubbed a bottle at a
friend’s house and a genie popped out.
What’s your three wishes ...
Just gimme what Wolverine has ...
only spare me the mutton chops.

A song or album you
can’t get enough of ...

Dr John - In the Right Place.

To purchase an ad in our next issue,
visit theovercast.ca or email
ads@theovercast.ca

to play the ultimate game of

show and tell

Cool stuff. BIG stuff. And just plain weird stuff. The Rooms is home to amazing and eclectic
collections, and we love to share it all with you! This is what we do best. This is The Rooms.
Visit www.therooms.ca and click What’s On for our full list of programs and exhibitions.

DON’T MISS – Now until June 1, 2014

GOTCHA! CARNIVOROUS PLANTS CHOW DOWN
Carnivorous plants are colourful, lively and sneaky at trapping and digesting insects and small organisms for
the nutrients they provide. They fascinate many of us, especially kids. Gotcha! is a highly interactive, immersive
exhibition focusing on the province’s diversity of curious carnivorous plants – from the pitcher plant to the
bladderwort. This exhibition is aimed at kids aged five to nine but is enjoyable for all ages.

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

find us on

facebook

follow us on

twitter

